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Before Judge John R. McFie, sitting
for the county of San Juan, a writ of
habeas corpus was sued out yesterday
by John Allen vs. Abbey S. Young.
The writ was made returnable at
Aztec, San Juan county, on November
!),
The plaintiff, who is a Gentile, alleges that last summer he married
Klara Young, daughter of Mrs. Abbey
S. Young, a Mormon, widow of the late
Brigham Young. The marriage ceremony was performed by Justice of the
Peace James T. Fay at Farmington. It
is charged that the mother took the
bride from her husband and by force
and violence compelled her to remain
at the Young homestead. The writ is
sued out to compel Abbey S. Young to
.produce her daughter Klara so that
she may be restored to her husband
from whom she is illegally and unlawis
fully withheld. The proceeding
rather an unusual one and with but
few precedents in New Mexico.
O'Neill Mining Case.
The case of Michael O'Neill vs. Fred
J. Otero, receiver, was yesterday
argued and submitted to Judge McFie
in chambers. The suit involves a number of mining claims near the Cash
Entry mines at Cerrillos, Santa Fe
county. Colonel E. W. Dobson o'f Albuquerque, appeared for the receiver,
and Hanna & Wilson for O'Neill.
Other Suits.
Suit was brought today in tlxe district court for San Juan, county by J.
W. Wiley vs. P. M. Salmon, asking for
$250 damages for the trespassing of defendant's goats in an orchard in the
ccurse of which apple and cherry trees
were damaged and 25 boxes of apples
destroyed.
In the same county, suit was filed by
Charles M. Butler vs. The Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad Company, for
$250 damages, it being alleged that
the damages were caused by the faulty
construction of a ditch by the railroad company along its right of way
across plaintiff's lands,
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COAST DEFENSE
MAKES

NEW RECORD.

Battery Fired Four Shots

at

Fort

Hancock From 10 Inch Rifle in
a Minute.

Washington, Oct. 23. A new record
lias been established by the coast defense guns at Fort Hancock, N. J.
'
The battery fired four shots from a
ten iijch rifle in a minute, scoring
four hits at four miles on the moving
target.

--

Secretary of the Interior Richard
Ballinger gives the impression of
being all business. Not of the nervous,
restless temperament that must be doing something all the time cr at least
make it appear so, but a man who
has ample reserve powers, who holds
himself well in check, and yet disposes of a great variety of important interests in quick time, but
nevertheless thoughtfully.
He arrived last evening on the spec-

Peoria, 111., Oct. 23. Driven by a
sudden impulse to get rich quick,
James Mahan, night agent of the
American Express Company, robbed
the safe of $4,000, then called for the
police and told the story of being
held up at the point of a revolver and
robbed. Mahan sad sewed $1,000 in
bills in the sleeves of his coat and
the suspicions of the detectives were
aroused when one happened to grasp
him by the arm and heard the rustle
ial car of General Manager Wells of of paper. Mahan confessed and rethe western division of the Santa Fe. turned the $4,000.
He had been picked up by Manager
Wells at Ash Fork,' Ariz., somewhere REALISTIC CHARGE
OF LIGHT BRIGADE.
around three or four o'clock in the
i
morning. Mr. Ballinger being on his
way from Phoenix, direct to Santa Fe. Mayor's Son at Portland Throws
Mr. Ballinger was somewhat tired, the
School into Panic by Draw-in- n
Revolvers.
trips he has taken throughout' the
west the past few months have been
very strenuous and the comfort of the
Portland, Me.. Oct. 23. The realism
private car looked good to him just which Philip Hamilton, son of Mayor
at that stage. He therefore accepted South of Portland interjected into the
the invitation of Manager Wells foi usual quiet Friday afternoon oratorical
part of the trip. L. O. Moore, of the exercises at the Portland high school
general land office, also met Secretary created a panic in which several pupils
Ballinger at Ash Fork, Mr. Moore be- narrowly escaped injury. Hamilton
ing on his way home from attendance chose "The Charge of the Light Brigat federal court hi Los Angeles.
ade," and repeated the stirring poem
At Albuquerque, Delegate to Con- in clarion tones. When he reached
gress W. H. Andrews,. Territorial Sec the line, "Cannon to right of them,"
retary Nathan Jaffa and Hon. Solo- - etv., he suddenly produced a revolver
mon'Luna, joined the party, and Dis- - troni each pants leg and gave a real- trict Attorney E. C. Abbott and other istic artillery effect, the shots flying
citizens went to Lamy to meet the sec- ill every direction. The artillery and
retary. Delegations from Carlsbad, orator were silenced before any one
Las Vegas and other points were here was hurt.
today to take up with Secretary Ballinger various matters ,of importance PORTOLA FESTIVAL ENDS - IN BURST OF LIGHT!
to the territory, and the cabinet officer
had another rather active day. He
listened to the representations of Electrical Parade Tonight; Cutter
Races in Alameda Bay This
C,. H. McLenathan
and F. G. Tracy of
Afternoon.
Carlsbad, on the status of the Carlsbad Irrigation Project; he gave au
dience to Messrs. A. A. Jones and
San Francisco, Oct. 23. The Porto- Harry Kelly of Las Vegas, on matters la festival which has lasted five days
appertaining to irrigation projects on will come to end with a monster elec- 'the upper Pecos and tributaries. He trical parade tonight. The feature of
had his attention called to the pend-tn- e '
day was an otable race on the
ing territorial land suits, but said that Alameda side of the bay. The cutter
the department of justice had them races among the crews of the interna-i- n
hand. He met Superintendent tional fleet attracted crowds to the
Clinton
J.
Crandall
of
the water front. Don Caspar de Portola
United States Indian Industrial school wil1 depart tonight in a ballon from
and visited that big institution this , tne civic center.
afternoon. He spoke with IT. S. Dis
trict Attorney David J. Leahy, Hon. T. JENNINGS GETS
B. Catron, General Edward F. Hobart
MORE SALARY.
and others on various topics, listening
carefully, evidently making mental Has Signed to Manage the Detroit
notes, asking a question here and
American League Team
Next Year.
there, but really saying little. He was
evidently rather after information than
Detroit. Mich., Oct.
23.Hiighey
eager to decide important questions Jennings has signed a contract to manand without careful consider age the Detroit American
League team
ation.
again next year. His demand for in
First Visit to New Mexico.
was compromised.
creased salary
The New Mexican therefore appre- Pitcher George Mullin and Catcher
ciates that he gave its representative Schmidt have also signed contracts
an interview right at the busiest time for next season and
Ty Cobb has sign- in the forenoon.
He explained that e,j f0l. three years
ur uaiuc piiuiaiiiv iu visu iue capita!
of the Territory and incidentally to
look into such reclamation, Indian
and land office matters as had been or PEARY
would be brought to his attention
while here. It :is his first ' visit to
the Territory and his impressions are
favorable. He said: "I hope your
INTO
people will 'get in shape for. statehood; 1 believe it depends largely on
the way that the people present the
matter to Congress and inspire confiRas-muss- en
dence in their capacity to conduct
the affairs of state. 1 am personally
in favor of the passage of an enabling act and hope that you will
draft a constitution that is in entire
harmony with our Republican system
of government and free from legislation. It is mischievous to include in
the fundamental law any subjects that SPEAKS
can be properly handled by. legislation, especially in view of changing
conditions, both from the commercial Telegram Intended to Disand the social standpoint."
count News Favorable
Secretary Ballinger warmed up ob
this subject more than any other, and
to Cook.
was very earnest,- as he insisted that
the Constitution ought to be one
Washington, Oct. '23. Peary has
thoroughly in harmony , with princi- telegraphed friends that it
is imposples of a Republican form of govern- sible that Knud
Rasmussen, the Den-is- h
ment.
explorer,, could have seen any of
In Accord with Governor Curry.
Cook's party' and that any information
Secretary Ballinger: deprecated the given out by Rasmussen lacks authoridea and rumor that $e was not in ity.
The telegram Is undoubtedly inthorough harmony with - Gov. Curry
and the territoriaradminisstxation. He tended to discount the effect of
said that tlie'natio'rial .administration,,
statements
what
at least as far "as the deriart.ment nf he had heard of the regarding
statements of
the. interior is concerned, is in ac-- , the two Eskimos who accompanied
Ccok. These statements tend to sub- (Continiied 6il Page Eight)
stantiate Cook's claims.
A.
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SOUTH ONCE MORE

SWEPT

BY STORM.

Louisville, Oct. 23. Louisville and
many towns of northern Kentucky,
were swept this morning by a severe
windstorm and heavy rains which did
:much property damage.
The wind
gained a velocity of sixty miles an
..
''hour.
.
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lombroso Said He
Would Appear to
Scientist

ill

EAGERLY

Psychical Society Anxious to
Clear up Mysteries of
Spirit World.
s

London, Oct. 23. Before he died,
Caesar Lombroso, the great Italian
criminologist,, and
anthroplogist,
.promised to. return from the spirit
world after death and appear to the,
Milan Society of Psychisal Research.
The Italian spiritualists are eagerly
awaiting the fulfillment of the promise to clear up all uncertainty as to
:the- other .world.
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Houston, Tex., Oct. 2:1 President
Tail reached here at seven this morn
ana aner ureatuast on the train
addressed the crowd from the balcony;
of the Rice hotel. After a ride through
the city the President left for Dallas at

r

w

fM.unho

i v
, Raecogini,
Italy, Oct. 23. From the
Santa Fe last time that Emperor Nicholas of Russia
is
Sunday to meet Secretary Ballinger entered Italy through the famous Mont
in reference to securing the extension C'onis Tunnel he passed
through two
of the Carlsbad irrigation project and solid rows of troops until he entered
an adjustment of payments by the wa- the royal castle here. Extraordinary
ter users, were much pleased with precautions were taken to protect the
The
Pres- - their reception
Houston, Texas, Oct.
by the secretary at the monarch and the soldiers stood side by
dent was given a most enthusiastic executive office this forenoon
and left side throughout the entire tunnel. The
recept.on being constantly
greeted" for home this afternoon. Thev were emperor was met at the station by
with he old fash.oned "rebel yel
promised a
Victor Emanuel ami was warmly
He
as presenttd with a badge by consideration thorough investigation and King
of
their
feel
by the people, although a vioand
greeted
plans tT
Miss Kate Dalian, president of the Lm.tain
,h.lf ,h
lent demonstration had been feared.
Texas division of he Daughters of '
T
n
"
,Mrthe Confederacy.
..,.v,. oiuu umi, mnsMau is growing, IMPLICATED BOYS
new buildings are going up on
that
THAT WERE INNOCENT.
PLUNGED LONG KNIFE
side. The largest brick and conevery
INTO HIS LANDLORD
crete garage in the territory has itist Atanacio Chaves Confesses to Las Vebeen completed and a two story busi
gas Burglaries Julian Gallegos
Posse of Twenty-fivMen in Hot Purness
block is under construction now.
Arrested.
suit of Socorro County
Good results were obtained this vear
Murderer.
At the hearing at Las Vegas before
under the Carlsbad project. The cotA report from Alma, western So ton crop was especially good, although Justice of the Peace Murray, of Atacorro county has it that Lige Sipe the are was less than will be under nacio Chavez, charged with larceny
from
on
complaint of
of Alma, a respected and prominent
.t,vatIon next 'eai- The cotton is James a R.dwelling in connection
with
Baker,
Kinned
at
Carlsbad.
This year, there
citizen, fifty years of age was stabbed
two other boys, Jesse Faulkner and
to death at seven o'clock Thursdav were in cultivation 15,000 acres under
John Trahey, District Attorney C. W.
night by V. S. Ashby, a tenant of the Carlsbad project and by next year G. Ward
decided on the evidence
Sipe's at the home of another ten the entire 20,000 acres will be signed shown that
the Faulkner and Trahey
ant. Sine and Ashbv met at the up under the government contract.
latter place and after conferring for XI Tracy has issued the following ad- - boys were innocent of any connection
the
a short time over the division of the dress to the people of the lower Pe- with the robbery and dismissed
information
against them. Young
crops raised by Ashby, an altercation cos valley:
President Taft has announced that Chavez, when he saw the two boys
arose, Ashby protesting against the
were
be
arrangement proposed by his landlord. the administration will request of to the going tothat hereleased, revealed
had lied yesterjudge
an
issue
words
cn
both sides Congress
High
0f ten million dolpassed
in his confession implicating the
day
when it is said Ashby drew a long lars in bonds for the completion of
bladed hunting knife and plunged it reclamation projects in course of con two lads. The Faulkner boy was in
school on
repeatedly into the breast of Sipe who struction, the reclamation fund being while the Wednesday afternoon, and
Trahey boy played hookey
died in a few moments, one blow of wholly inadequate for that tmrnose.
that afternoon he was able to satisfy
l.int.rr,i.
the knife causing its point to pene- i. rri... Til ll
trate his heart! Ashby immediately to show that the Carlsbad project the officers and judge that he was
not connecttd with Chavez in his
ned and a posse of twenty-fivmen comes within this definition and is enmisbehavior.
headed by deputy sheriffs is now hot titled to share in the benefits of any
It was learned that a boy by name
cn his trail. The victim of the killing such appropriation
of
.
Julian Gallegos was working with
rr
i
leaves a motherless son and daughter
1.
l ne
project was apwas hunted up by
alone, the wife of the deceased having proved by Secretary of the Interior Chavez, and he
Sheriff
Romero
and brought into
died some years ago. Two days be- Hitchcock on November 28th, 1905. In
fore the killing an older daughter was the order of approval it was stated: court where he entered a plea of not
"That subject to the conditions here guilty.
given away in marriage by the man
After considerable
who is now dead. Excitement is run- inafter named the report and recomquestioning by
District.
Attorney Ward this morning
mendations
of the board of engineers
ning high here and public indignation
the Chavez boy confessed to the robis aroused to such a pitch that it may dated August 31, 1905, are
hereby congo hard with the slayer of Sipe if he curred in and approved and the uni beries and showed where he had hidden the plunder. It was distributed
gets into the clutches of his pursuers. of $600,000 is hereby set aside and apover the west side at. different places.
from
the reclamation fund He will
propriated
be held to the grand jury, as
for the irrigation of the first 20,000
FATALLY WOUNDED BY
will the Gallegos boy, providing the
acres
as
in
recommended
HIS YOUNGER SISTER.
said report."
Under this order the Carlsbad pro- evidence against the latter is suffiwas constructed, and it remains cient to connect him with the Baker
Winchester Rifle Accidentally Lets ject
robbery.
a 20,000 acre project to this time.
Go Followed By Serious
It is believed that the boys ""will
2. In the
of
the board of confess to
report
Results.
committing all the numerengineers above referred to it was ous robberies
that have been going
stated: "The necessary reconstrucon day and night in the city for the
Special to the New Mexican.
tion and repairs for the
irrigation past six weeks and tell where the
Las Vegas, Oct. 23. Benito Ortega of 20,000 acres
depending upon the loot is hidden.
the fourteen year old son of a promi- storage to be had
from Lake McMilnent rancher at El Porvenir near the lan
may be placed at $450,000 as a
was
upper Pecos,
brought, here today safe estimate."
BULLETIN OF TODAY'S
suffering with fatal wounds caused by
FOOT BALL SCORES.
"The full development of this prothe discharge of a Winchester rifle
would provide for. the irrigation
ject
in the hands of his eight year old sis- of 40,000 acres
of first and second:
First Half.
ter. The girl was fooling with the class
land, involving the use of what
Varvard
Brown 0.
6;
rifle and when the boy attempted to is known as
reservoir No. 3 with a ca-- '
Pennsylvania 0; State College 0.
compel her to lower it the weapon pacity of 65,000 acre feet.",
j
Navy 0; Virginia 0.
exploded, the charge piercing
the
Yale 12; Colgate 0. '.
"The
estimated
cost
of
40,000 acres
boy's hip and entering the abdomen. would
Princeton 0; LaFayette 0.
therefore be $1,050,000. Add- Death is expected at any time.
Wisconsin 6; Indiana 0.
ing the amount deemed proper for the
purchase of the existing irrigation
Army 9; Lehigh 0.
GREAT PHYSICIAN
makes the total cost for the
plant
VICTIM OF DEATH,
larger acreage $1,200,000."
"The advisability of using reservoir
Doctor James Pinckney Booth, Was
number 3 depends upon the results PACIFICATION AND
Well Known Throughout
shown by further examination of the
Southwest.
site, to determine whether gyps-iLos Angeles, Oct. 23. Dr. James beds exist such as to prevent its use
LiBERTYFflR SPAIN
Pinckney Booth, well known through for storage. It is believed that the
out the Southwest, who served under necessary boring can be completed by
General Lawton during the campaigns November 1, 1905."
The coneluding recommendations of
against Geronimo died here yesterday. Booth conquered an enidemic this board were as follows:
of smallpox which threatened to de:' "1. That the
necessary borings at
the site of the Avalon .dam and resyupuiaie itanusDurg.
ervoir No. 3 be completed at the earl- NEEDS AND WORKS
lest. possible date.
OF SIGNAL DISCUSSED.
'2. That the Pecos
Irrigation Company be asked to inform the reclamaWomen's Christian Temperance Union tion
service before September 30, AIL TO
Occupied With Newspaper
1905, whether it will transfer its enWork This Forenoon.
tire irrigation plant to the United
States for the sum of $150,008 as hereOmaha, Neb., Oct. 23. The second in stated.
Religious Orders Engaged in
Jay of the convention of the Women's
"3.
That
if
the
to
Industries "to Subrhit to
company agrees
Christian Temperance Union was oc
a sale at such a sum, the 20,000 acre
a
cupied with discussion of the needs
Common Law.
and work of "The Signal" the official project herein outlined he at once
so
taken
that
water
up
may be furorgan cf the organization and pro
nished for irrigation at the earliest
Madrid, Oct. 23. After a session bt
posed constitutional amendments.
possible date.
"4. That if reservoir No. 3 shall be the new cabinet last night, it was anANOTHER TURKISH
'
WRESTLER COMING found suitable for storage, the 40,000 nounced that the cabinet proposed to
111.,
Chicago,
Oct. 23. Another acre project be taken up for construc- follow the policy of pacification and
Turk is being brought to this country tion.
liberty. It is understood that one
to attempt to wrest the championship
"5. That if the Pecos
Irrigation measure will be is to submit to
the
wrestling honors from Frank Gotch. Company refuses to make a sale at;
The new grappler's name is Maxout
religious orders engaged in industries
Murat.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
to the operations of the common law.
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ADVANTAGES OF FARMING
BY IRRIGATION.

Th Big Stoir

It

Results
All

in

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart. Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.!
MONEY TO LOAN

notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

Win. FARAH

at SALMON Store

31.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1909.

CHILOSDREADFUL

Established 1856.

SI

of Its Blessings Including
Intensive Cultivation.

SEUH1

TROUBLES

BROS. COMPANY.

Had Sixty Boils when but Six Months
Was Annually Attacked by
Old

It Looked Red Like a
a Humor
Scald and Spread Over Half Her
Both Troubles are Cured.
Head

PRAISE TOO HIGH FOR
THE CUTICURA REMEDIES

tsDlj
Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

NO

6

"When my little Vivian was about
eii mont hs old, her papa had a boil on
At
nis ioreneaa.
that time the child
was covered with
prickly heat and I
suppose in scratching it, her own head
became infected for
it broke out in boils,
one after another.
She had about sixty
in all and l used
Cuticura Soap and

him and his family.
What the Small Farm Unit Means.
On government projects the farm
units are fixed at 40 to 80 acres.
Where fruit can be raised they may
be as small as ten acres. Forty acres
her of
, which cured
for general farming and ten acres
thorn entirely. Then,
for specialized farming fruit or gar- sometime later, her little foot got sore
den produce are believed to be ambetween the toes. Being afraid it was
I spoke to our doctor. He
ple tor the comfortable support, of a Fait rheum,
gave me a powder which dried it up,
besides
handsome
a
family,
surplus.
but soon after it broke out behind hr
Here is the important point: Every eats. They cracked half way around
inch of the soil (inexhaustibly fertile ami the humor spread up onit towasher head
on several occasions,
nearly
accumulation of the unt.il,
through
The humor looked like a
half covered.
elements of plant nourishment may s aid, very red with a sticky, clear fluid
be made to yield richly. The small coming 1 from it. This occurred every
tiiink it was toward the spring.
farm unit means more thorough, and year.
I alwavs bathed it with warm water and
more
and
productive
Cuticura Soap and applied Cuticura
satisfactory
It means that the farmer Ointment which never failed to heal it
farming.
bp. The last time it broke out was
can attend to all of his work personwhen she was six years old. It became
vexmeans
a solution of the
Then
ally. It
so bad that I was discouraged.
ations of hired labor on the farm. It I procured a bottle of Cuticura Resolvof
her
which soon cleared it out
means the possibility ot applying ent
blood. I continued the use of Cuticura
(
scientific methods.
Soap and Ointment with the Resolvent
j
until she was perfectly well. She is now
Certainty of Greater Profits.
eight, years old and has never
It may be stated positively that no about
troubled in the last two years.
where will a given investment of capi- been
We also find Cuticura Resolvent a good
tal and labor produce so much as in spring medicine and we1 are just giving
Resolvent Pills
the irrigated west. The verified re- - the children Cuticura
as a tonic. We do not think any cne can
turns from irrigated lands are so praise Cuticura Remedies too highly.
high as to be unintelligible to the Mrs. M. A. Schwerin, 674 Spring Wells
eastern farmer. And not only is the Ave., Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1908." for
Complete Externa! and Internal Treatment
return high it is sure. Irrigation Every
Vlumor ot Infants. Children and Adults
ot Cmlcura Hnan (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
adds a certainty of crops which it Cuticura
Ointment (50c.) to Ileal the Skin and CM
Resolvent 50t), (or in the form ot ( hocolats
is impossible to predict in regions de
Coated Pills. 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the lilood,
throuchout the world. Potter Drug & t'nem.
pendent on rainfall, where drought Sold
Sole Proofi., Boston. Mass.
'
or excessive rains may mean total Corp.,
iW Mailed Free. Cut'rura Book on Skin Disease
crop failure, and rainfall that, bene-- '
fits one crop, may injure another. Ir-- I cauital is not needed, but without
rigation, on the other hand, means sufficient capital it were unwise to at
the supply of the proper amount of temnt irrigation farming. Careful
moisture at the proper time. It is, in investigation and first-hanacquaint
j ance
with
short, a form of crop insurance.
surrounding conditions
Social Advantages.
should establish what amount of capThose who have a hazy notion of ital is necessary. And lastly, for the
the far west as a "wild and woolly" best results, energy, application and
region, are astonished to find tTiat intelligence are called for, as in farm
every element of modern civilization ing elsewhere. When the fullest alhas preceded then) there. They will lowance is made for all these things,
find farming communities which are the advantages of irrigation farming
better provided with material com- - ( will not appear otherwise than excep- forts than many in the long settled; Uonal,
east. The small farm unit renders
possible a community life intense and
It Is an admitted tact, tnat real
interesting beyond anything known
financial men and merchants all
where the big farm is the rue. One's
-- uage-lon-

Incorporated 1903

the Small Farm Unit and

Through private enterprise and governmental direction several millions
of acres of arid land in the west are
being made available for cultivation
through the artificial application of
water. This soil possesses a marvelous fertility and the actual results
achieved through irrigation during
many years seem to justify the glowing predictions of those who regard
the arid west as the future scene of a
civilization transcending in universal
prosperity and true democracy any
that the world has yet witnessed.
But the intending settler is concerned
with the present. He does well to
weigh carefully the pros and cons of
irrigated farming what is the immediate promise of the arid west to

'
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KANTWEAROUT

4.00

PRICES
FROM

& HERCULES BRAND

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a gocd pair of Sloes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or

BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you Jno
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

g

j

'

FOR A HALF CENTURY

P O Box 219.

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN

THE

CITY.

TRY OU R Grounfl

Alfa lea
Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

con-us- ts

j

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10i

8an Francisco, Street.
The largest and the only

store
2SSSB

In Santa Fe.

,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

Salt ani

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

d

'302SS!

100 lbs Pansy Flour

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

$3.20
1.60

50

neighbors are
New
with neighboring towns by trolley obtained by adverting m the
Mexican.
lines is frequent the telephone and
electric light are there educational,
TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY
religious and social facilities abound,
In a word, the irrigation community Trke LA XATIVE BROMO Qninine Tablets
is a union of what is best in country
ru,f,B,stJ,e'""? ",oney " H f,tt,lsto euie..

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY THE

RDHTHPDC
rHDICTlAM
1 11JL.1XO
VHIIO I IfV 1 UlJ

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

ication

100"

Bobolink

$3.10

flnilWl COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

j
j

50"

:
:

:

:

1.55

Academic andJPreparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

TC.

W
I

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cash

vvemve

Winter Grocery Co.
ioutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CALL AflD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

rated

I

I

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

and in town life.
box. 25c.
Things That Must Be Faced.
It weer absurd of course, to expect
BOARDING
to make an oasis in the desert with EXCHANGE
:
:
HOUSE
out trouble. With sufficient capital
one may buy the fruits of others'
S. E. Corner, Plaza.
labors and secure an irrigated farm Meals 35c. Board by week $6.00
that will be delighted to live on from
Mrs. Willey, Prop.
the start. But for the man of limited means there are, if not "lions"
yet difficulties in the path to he overcome. There is omnipresent dust to 708 W 6th St. S.W. Cor. 6th. &
Hope Sts
become accustomed
to; irrigation
Xos
JSjigeles
methods must be learned thoroughly;
Sa.lxfoxx3.ia
there is the possibility of partial failfirst
clas family Houre at first from lack of experience.
tel EUROPKAN PLAN
100 rooms. 25 private
There should be careful study of all
All
baths.
outside
the questions involved the climate,
rooms, best ventilated
In
the
house
eity; two
the altitude (upon which the length
block from Post Vffice
of the growing season depends), the
lr. very heart of eity;
unexcelled forI comfort
character of the land offered. Large
and con v e n e nee;
prompt attention and
cleanliness
is our
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
motto: hot and cold
water
and
running
Lucas County ss.
steam heat.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
RATRS 75c day special terms by
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
to door.
tt, Oar direct
M. I BAKKY. Prop- J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLh
LARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
&
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Telephone No 148 Red
in my presence, this 6th day of De-

CREAM

A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,

cember,
(Seal)

Goods.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.

S. Spitz

JEWELER

FRESH EGGS

Notary Public.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

O.

MILK

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

4k

month-Washingto-

Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER

BOARDING and DAYZSTU DENTS.

HOTEL ACACIA

Ca-arr-

SCIENTIFIC

Hi

one-thir-

d

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

D. M. HOOVER & SON
IS Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Famished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

I

VV HARDWARE CO.

W!

V

Zook's Benzoin 9 Witch Maze! and Besszom Qeam9
Foi Sunburns, Chapped Hands Lips and Face.

ri ZOOK'S pharmacy
phone no 2iH

!

1"

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1909.

THE SANTA FF. NEW M EX If AN", SANTA

NOTICE FOR Pl.'SLlCATION.
Sep-temp-

21, 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
I.uoero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
i n
July :;, 1908, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section 0, and N.
of Lot 1, Section
T.
Township 18 N, Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, I. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, on the 4th day of Novem1-- 2

1909.

ber,

o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ariuenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs.
N. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jemez Springs. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Re-frgi-

Register.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

a

Train leaves for the north at 15:13
m.

Train arrives from the north at

i.

4

tu.

is a Heap of Solace in Being
d
Able to Depend Upon a
Reputation.
For months Santa Fe readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the good work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Yanni, College street,
Pasquale
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
gave a public testimonial in favor
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of a pain inj
my back, caused by disordered kidneys. My work obliges me to sit
down a good deal and this weakened
my kidneys, causing much backache.
While at work I suffered more intensely than at any other time and I was
very anxious to find a remedy that
would relieve me. Learning of Doan's
Kidney Pills, I procured a box at
Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store
and to tuy delight, they soon fixed me
up in good shape. During the past
seven years I have had no need of
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
Every preparation made by the
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and

Central.
take no other.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
5:25.
at
Fe
Train arrives at Santa
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25, to connect
Serial 03904.
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
Not Coal
west, and No. 3 from the east at Lamy
of the Interior.
Junction.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernarwith No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect do Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
ith 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and who, on October 5, 1904, made Homefrom the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
stead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
NV
NE
and E
for W
The New Mexican Printing Com- Section 21, Township 17 N. Range
pany has on hand a large supply of 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
3ads and tablets suitable for school notice of intention to make final five
work, the desk, and also for lawyers year proof, to establish claim to the
and merchants; good everywhere. We land above described, before the Regwill sell them at 5 cents in book form. ister or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
New Mexico

t

M

2

2

ihe 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oniFrom
Martinez, Simon ViveVasli, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m
7 p. m
Arrives at TAOS at
harmless green
The wholesome,
leaves and tender stems of a lung healing mountainous shrub, give to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Remedy its curative
Tickling or dry bronchil
properties.
nearer fiftnJ ItJdiiLS coughs quickly and safely yield to this
-- Ten miles
aiaa any otlisr nray
highly effective Cough medicine. Dr.
Shoop assures mothers that they can
THE CHIEF SUPPORT with safety give it to even very young
babes. No opium, no chloroform absolutely nothing hard or harmful. It
claims the distressing cough, and
Acheals the sensitive membranes.
cept no other. Demand Dr. Shoop's.
Co.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s

I00DTS

HACK LINE

Cre-senci- o
o

Barranca to Taos

FARE

$5.00

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made .wlm Automobllt
line at Torrance for Roswell daily
Automobile leaves Torrance for R'os
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. atjd ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
at our extensive business are, is $5.80 and between Torrance and
tbe quality of the Limber, we Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
sell, and the reasonable prices mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
for it. We have built up manager, Automobile Line.
we

ak

our trade on honest lines, to
which we are still adhering, and
we guarantee eery foot of

BOTH BOYS SAVED.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three botXrimbee, we sell to be just as tles
of Foley's Honey and Tar absoEvery piece of it lutely cured nry boy who was so 111
represented
is thoroughly seasoned at d with a cold that the doctors gave him
e
from all imperfections up, was cured by taking Foley's
Our prices are sati3lactory
Honey and Tar." Nothing else is as
safe and certain in results. Sold by

f

r--

Charles W. Dudrow

all

druggists.

OF

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

DIAMONDS

YOFITZ

WATCHES

RightPrices

Right Goods

MEXICAN
FILIGREE
.

RightService
'
w u t wiajg)
rr
P 345 San Francisco
St.

JfcWLLKY

I

Up-t-

Dale Methods

aj.-

FE, N. M.

-'--

.

prime-mover-

i

j

j

Through Acadpmlc course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
o the beautiful Pcoj Val!ey the garden
gpot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above ea level, sunshine every day. but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heatad. lighted
and modern In all respects.
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENT.
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps Whlw,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
'
address.
IAS.
W.
COL,
WILLCOK,

CALIEflTE HOT SPRINGS.

QJO

Bar-anc-

j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

C.liitiU.

Wells Fargo h Company
Express

-

General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.

J. 0. BARNES. Aaent

Fine
Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery

CHAS. CLOSSON

er

SPli

urmiV

lyes Tested and H
Fiited by"
h

viiiiid gnu wiiici vjtaie
SAfiTA

vf

HWT

H

MANUFACTURER OF

-'

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

Electrical Engineering and it Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year, preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

I

"A."
sr-

A. F.

and

W. E.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point of th Southwett."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

r ' thas a startSunday's Inter-OceaI
t ling headline "If Chicago Should Go
1
i
m
Dry," and proceeds to give some of
the pros and cons of the question. The
only reasons that the friends jf the
saloons seem able to advance, are few
in .lumber and pitifully weak in logic
" 5 1
or sense. H really is p'tiful to see
men trying to cover this monster ini
quity with little rags of seeming reus- on and decency, and even trying to
decorate its rapacious jaws with a few Of life.
; I The seed of Judas Iscariot did not
stray threads of philanthropy.
j
Here are the excuses (for they die with him his descendants are
should not lie dignified as reasons) of- si ill in the world. Would not the
fered for the licensing of saloons in men who would barter the lives and
souls of the youth of a nation for
Chicago.
First. The great loss to the proper- gold, sell their Lord for thirty pieces
ty owners if the buildings occupied by of silver? Did our Lord not say "even
as ye have done it unto the least of
Superintendent
saloons should be vacated by them.
it unto me?"
have
these,
done,
ye
Second. The hotel trade would sufreasons greed greed
for
Tl"jhfer.
The saThird. The loss of the license fee power and greed for gold.
loon traffic robs men of their monto the city.
their manFourth. The poor man would have ey, their independence,
them
wills
makes
and
their
hood,
no place to get a free lunch.
useful tools in political manipulations
Fifth. The infringement of personand machinations for the aggrandizeal liberty.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
These things have been gone over ment and enriching of the few at the located in th midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
time and again and the fallacy and expense of the many.
tested by" the
milee west has been thoroughly
If Chicago should go dry? What a Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
falseness of the statements fully
miraculous cures attested to in the
shown and proven, and no thinking grand possibility, what a glorious city of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuit would be in comparison with what
o
person should be misled by them.
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
The real reasons for upbuilding the it is. Prohibition at its worst is far
Station,
At a libits
at
license
ahead
best.
of
saloon are never given nor made pubGrande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
more than 25 per
line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comlic, and are only discussed behind eral estimate not.
cent to 50 per cent as much money daily
locked doors and in secret sessions.
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathwould be
for drink, which would from 90 to 122
$2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
degres. The gases are
Take the first statement, it has been mean a spent
of fifty million dollars carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate ing month.
saving
and can be proven every day in the to the
per
Stage meets Denver
of Chicago, for clothes
the
entire
and
for Santa Fe train
waits
trains
and
week that there is no record of any and foodpeople
delightful
very
dry
and homes in one year, and
U now a commodtown where property depreciated in
round.
This
There
resort is attracyear
upon
request.
5
cent lunch counters
many
convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
ious
for
value because the saloons
the
hotel
were provide
beside.
closed. On the contrary, the build- valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
ings vacated by the saloons were at
once rented at a higher rental to legi- POLICEMAN WM. PHILLIPS
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at S p. m., the
GETS $225 FOR SALVE, otntagious
timate businesses, and property has
For further particular
7,hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day.
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
generally advanced in value. It is Impossible for any one to show where Had the Bad Judgment to Tackle a'
New Mexico Editor and Was
saloons ever added to the welfare of a
town or city in any way. They are j
Roughly Handled.
OJ i
Tais. Count N iW
poor contributors to any public en-- j
en-Men
!
M
X.
23.
who
Oct.
After
voluntarily
terprise.
Albuquerque,
gage in the tearing down and destruc- being out less than an our yesterday
tion of their fellow men are never afternoon the jury tu case of William
found in the- ranks of the
Phillips versus the Sun Publishing
of anything. Statistics can be gotten Company, returned a verdict in favor
not
(.reliable statistics,
of the plaintiff, allowing him $255 as
from dry cities, for any compensation for injuries to charac"doubting Thomas," at any time.
ter, reputation and physique, alleged
The second statement is also just to have been sustained as the result!
as easily disproven. There has not of certain actions of the defendants.
been a single instance where the hotel The' case occupied the attention of
facilities have not been as large and the district court for four lays and
-- TOas high grade, following prohibition. was quite long drawn out, it was exThe great industrial city of Birming- pected
that sensational evidence
ham, Ala., is putting up a million dol- would be introduced during the trial
lar hotel under prohibition regime, of the case, but nothing exciting deturee new banks have opened up for veloped. Phillips sued the Sun Pubbusiness and figures for bank clear- lishing Company, Mrs. H. M. Bennett, Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
ings and building operations have in- owner, and C. C. Hendrick. editor, for
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
creased rapidly, and the increase in $25,000, asking this amount because
has
marked.
The
been
foreign capital
of alleged injury sustained as the reMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
same is true of Atlanta and Kansas sult of alleged libelous articles which
United! States. Canada. Mexico
City, Kan. These are some of the appeared in the Sun in June, 1908. Payable Throughout the
in
the Phillips, it will be remembered was
larger cities, and it is true
and all Foreign Countries.
smaller ones, at the same ratio. The pretty badly damaged physically in
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
world will move right on, drummers June, 1908, as the result of a meeting
will travel, people will go to and fro between himself and Hendrick. He
ou the earth and eat at hotels just ' called at Hendrick's office to demand
the same if there is not a grog shop an apology and explanation for ceron earth.
tain articles appearing in the Sun,
The records of any town, county or which Phillips declared reflected on
state will conclusively show that the his integrity as a member of the po- - j
saloon ccsts any community
much lice department. A scrap followed in
more than the revenue derived from ' which Hendrick proved the value of
them amounts to, speaking only from a four years course in college, the edia financial standpoint and never tor developing an ability for boxing
touching the greater issues at all. In almost equal to that of Jeffries. Phil
Rigs,
Birmingham, Ala., arrests dropped the lips roade to the hospital in a rubber
first year from 11,812 under license, tired wagon, with a red cross and a
to 6,820 under prohibition. Railroad gong as ornaments.
accidents dropped from 91 under license to 16 under no license. Through- POPE CALLS CONout the whole state of Alabama the
SISTORY FOR DECEMBER.
decrease in the arrests for crime averaged 75 per cent. Think of it, what American Prelates Who Are
in
of
in
Being
would that mean to Chicagc.
in Line for Advanceas
Mentioned
So much for their third plea, which
ment and the Red Hat.
should have' no consideration from
Oct. 23. While the pope
Rome,
any one with a spark of humanity in
RIGHT.
their breast, for wherefore could any only recently seemed determined not
revenue compensate for the destruc- to have a consistory until 1910, it is
tion of our children? Would a sav- now suddenly announced that one will
be held about the middle of December
Don Gaspar Avenue
age would even &
any material advantage in exchange and another next spring. It is added
for the life of their young. Would a that the reason for .holding two connation wear the brand of Cain on its sistories is for the purpose of appointbrow and toast the sale of its young ing as cardinals in the second confor gold? God forbid.
sistory certain prelates who can' not
the
And, fourthly,
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
philanthropy (?) be included in the first.
Strict secrecy is being maintained
plea. When they have stolen your
all, they will give you a 5 cent lunch regarding the names of those whom it
What is the saloon man's profit when is intended to elevate, but it is known
he can afford to give these lunches? Mgr. Mendes Bello, patriarch of Lis
From whom does the profit come? bon, will receive the red hat in DeWhat colossal impudence, what stu- cember and it is also considered cerpendous effrontry, when this traffic tain that Mgr. Bisleti, papal major-domo- ,
that has caused more poverty, more
will be elevated in the spring.
want, more suffering than all the othRegarding the appointment of a
er evils in the world combined, a hun- new American cardinal, Archbishop
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
dred times over, that robs the poor Farley of New York Archbishop IreOpals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
without mercy, should pose as a friend land of St. Paul and Archbishop
of the poor man. To steal your for- O'Connell of Boston
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Francisco St.
are considered
tune and toss you a nickle, as to a
the most likely candidates, while it is
beggar. To take your dinner and
reported also that an American carfling you a bone. Is there a man so dinal
be named as a member of
poor and craven as to appreciate such the may
therefore will live in
and
curia
philanthropy as that?
Rome.
And lastly, that old threadbare
Others likely to receive the red hat
hypocrisy "personal liberty". There are
the most Rev. Francis Bourne,
is no liberty, except the liberty to do
of ' Westminister; Mgr.
right, when you trespass the least archbishop
fraction on your neighbor it is not lib- Falconio, apostolic delegate at Washof the finest
Is the drunk- ington;' Mgr. Giustini, secretary of the
erty, but oppression.
ard their example ot personal liberty? congregation of bishops; Mgr. Delia
If so, they have fully answered their Chisha, archbishop of Bologne, and
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
own hypocritical claims, and demon- the archbishops of Buenos Ayres and
LATEST AND NBWaST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
strated to you what it leads to the Florence.'
right to endanger the lives, the happiINSPECTION (S RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
Fall colds are quickly cured by
ness and safety of every one in their
vicinity.
Foley's Honey and Tar, the great
If a city receives revenue from sa- throat and lung remedy. The gena
loons, who pays that revenue? The Ine contains no harmful drugs. Sold
drinkers of that city, and too often by all druggists.
beast--consid-

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

ivil

"There's a good time coming boys,
a good time coming,
We may not live to see the day.
But Earth shall brighten in the ray.
Of the good time coming."

New Mexico Military Institute1

RATES

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

A

W. C. T. I). NOTES.

Weil-Earne-

n

PAGE THREE.

X. V.

men who cannot pay it without robbing their families.
If they pone as philanthropists, who
pas for their philanthropy? The
siamng, freezing children of Chicago.
Why such maudlin sympathy for the
hungry tipplers at the 5 cent lunch
counters and none for the robbed,
abused and penniless families of the
city of Chicago, whose little all has
gone into the till of the saloon who
so pretentiously exploits
a "free
lunch. "'
Who are the defenders of the saloons and what are their reasons? We
c!o not mean the bulk of those who
vote for license, high and low, but the
those
instigators, the
who from high and secret places put
out their ruthless hands in the shadows and move the pawns in this great
battle for lite and liberty in the drama

TESTED AND PROVEN

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
There
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

FT!,

&

TW0 WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL

Embroideries

Goods

I.ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

PAGE FOUR.
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SECRETARY BALLINGER'S VISIT.
The visit of Secretary of the Interior
J- - H. VAUGnJI,
2 R. J. PALEn, President
Cashier.
Ballinger may make it the proper oc- THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
L.
B.
A.
Assistant
READ,
Cashier.
of the absurd
J.
HUGHES,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- FRANK P. STURGES- - ' casion to deny some
PAUL A. F. WALTER
and wrong impressions that seem to
Editor and President.
B
EDWARD C. WADE,
t?3
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuredwell in the mindsof a few western
Attorney-at-LaI
men, and especially in New Mexico.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
B
Practices in the Supreme and Disthaw
0m
The secretary is not opposed to the trict Courts of the Territory, in the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.75
Daily, six months, by mall
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The Valley rlaneh

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded 'at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jearjwas
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season closts

October 15th.
Are you aware that the grouse!and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.

all Information.
VALLEY RANCH, N.M

and.

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

THE HOME

EJAKERY
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Winter
Grosary or" R: S. "Kaupe and Co, uatil-ou- r
phone is n place, L't us have your urder for
reguUr goods or SDecial order,

:

TO OUR DISPLAY OF

:
;

SPEGIALREAL ESTATE VftLUES

personal inspection of grazing conditions on California forests. Mrs.
Barnes is at Phoenix, Ariz.
The mask ball on the Elks' in the
National Guard Armory on next Saturday evening, will be a great society
success. Fine dance programs have
been ordered from Chicago and invitations will be out early next week.
"Judge and Mrs. Wm. Pope returned last night from their visit at
Albuquerque and El Paso and went
through to Carlsbad for the
of court. A. L. Hull, Jr., who was here
during their absence went to Carlsbad
last night also." Roswell iRecord.
Territorial Secretary 'Nathan Jaffa
returned last evening from Albuquer
que where he attended the sessions of
the Masonic grand lodge bodies. He
welcomed Secretary of the Interior
Ballinger to the territory on behalf of
Governor Curry, who was' ill at Santa
Fe, and accompanied the secretary to
the capital.
Miss Mary McFie, daughter of Judge
and Mrs. John R, 'McFie, who returned to the Bush Conservatory at
Chicago, after a summer vacation
spent with her parents in this city,
has just been admitted to the famous
Apollo Club of Chicago, after a rigid
examination in vocal and instrumental
music The club will give Handel's
Messiah with Thomas' orchestra dur-ing the Christmas holidays. Miss Mc-- '
Fie Is teaching a class in music at the
Conservatory, among her pupils being
a daughter of the professor of the
Normal course at the Conservatory.
The Fifteen Club which enjoys the
distinction of being the oldest woman's literary club in New Mexico, held
its first meeting for the year on October 8th, at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Boyle. The principal subject of study
for the afternoon was "Living American Humorists," each member of the
club contributing a short reading
from some one of our humorists.
Currents Events completed the program for the afternoon. On October
22d the club met with Mrs. W. H. Har- -

..."

YOUR ATTENTION
;

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

,f

torrlln

s,

HI HIES GO.

City lots from 85 00 up. Houses and lots from 1,300 up
(clo-- e in) fron". ?S00up. 100 acres in PecosVai-ley- ,
2 miles from Roswell. ucder irrigation.
2000 aires in
Rio Gratde Valley: 55 acres in fruit orchard; 54 acres in
alfalfa, part of tract now under irrigation, balance can be

Fruit ranches

THE LEADING

irrigated

O
THE

Best Flour

NOVELTIES

1

Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery

Phone Black

78

"

Catron Block.

C- -

CATRON

,

WATSON
SAMA FE'

&.

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO

PHONE

BLOCK

RED-18-

;

SANTA FE
PATENT FLOUR
; IS:.BEST beet use it
gives the besi rtsults in
bread and pastry of any
flour you cm buy.

BOSS

r

contains more Gluten
which is the very life of
the wheac, and which

A"

AND

p. m.

e

indigestible element
of the wheat.

ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
'Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell. Auto Co., Roswell, New Mexico.
50 Iba. - Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be . carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

PA SSENGER

leave Roswell dally at
connecting with trains for

Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv

Kl

enti

relyfreefromCELLULOSE-th-

U. S. MAIL

Automobiles

vitally

s

AUTOMOBILE

E

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agenta for the Bulck, Pope Toledo,
nd Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecoa Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points In the Estancia Valley and western New Mex-

1: 00

tant feture- -

PATENT FLOUR

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

ico.

makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

?

In Belts, Collars and

MONEY TO:LO AN ON REAL ESTATE
FOR FUU. PARTICl'l AR8 CALL OS OR ADDRESS.

:

WE CORDIALLY IN V HE

& CO.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
NOW IS THE TIME

H.S. KAUNE&CO.

To have that SUIT cleaned, press d and put in good shape
We will do it)
for fall wear.
We will charge f KiUlli-

'PHQSE 2B.

The Goldberg Cleaning and. Pressing Establishment
PHONK 203 BLACK
208 WEST PALAOR AVE

HOTEL

pew Mexico Central Railroad; Time Table
KKAU
H.KS

RKA

WN

l

52
til
tfr

-

HK1

137f
:ii9
1130
1543
220

p.

a. in.
a. in,
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p. in.
H, ill.
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"
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MexkoUity
I'
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"
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6.00 p. ill.

l'ns
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" I.o.s

7.00
1.00

:o.35

"in.
"

"
"
"
a. ill.

'.15
12.40
11.35,'
11.05

Cedarmle

"
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7.35

"
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"

H.uO

111.

5.25 p.
4.22
3 17
2.36
2.11
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Stanley
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ALT.
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Ar Kennedy
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"
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Santa
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l.v

7.013
B.'X

6.317
6.204
6.136

6.13
6,086
6.244
6.4;
7S0
61X1

6ii2,
3.71X1

Is an ordeai whic!1 all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
of child-birtThe thought
of the suffering in store for
her robs the expectant mother
of pleasant anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
to women at the critical time. Not
child. This liniment is a God-sen- d
women
Mother's
Frisnd
does
safely through the perils of
carry
only
child-birthut it prepares' T FT.
the system lor the coming

RRIVALS

Palace.
Marion, Albuquerque: Rush
Razee, New York; H. F. Sullivan,
Kris W'allingford, Columbus,
O.; Miss Lydia. Carter, Telluride; A.
.1
udell, Thomas Hunter, Kansas City;
P. V. Brandelle. Denver; H. W. Kelley,
1). J. Leahy, Las Vegas; A. L. Cassidy,
San Francisco; H. X. Johnson, Albuquerque; A. Lilley, Jr., Baltimore; V.
H. Andrews,
W. A.
Albuquerque;
Hawkins, Three Rivers; Holmes Russell, Fort Valley, Ga.; C. Mitchell,
O.

1.349

111.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
aland Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
of the world.
lines. Information gladly furnishe 1.
Laughlin Bldg.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent

TfFTKWr

h,

event,

relieves "morning

LU111IU1

lb. Book of valuable inform,

sickness," and other

X3

Claire.
E. E. Ford, St. Louis; Fred C. Todd,
San Francisco; E. F. Howes, Alamosa;
M. Benola,
Wymore, Neb.; Julius
Meyers, Estaneia; S. Luna, Los Lunas;
T. P. Martin, Taos; V. S. Hopewell,
Charles F. Wade, Albuquerque; Geo.
V. Oakley, Kansas City.
Normandie.
J. W. Eakin, E. Roe, Vandalia, 111.;
D. .1. McCarty, Denver; P. Van Houten,
Hills; J. A. Rivera, Penasco; H. H.
Harnett, Las Vegas.
Coronado.
ilanuel Archuleta and wife, Andrei-t-

dis- -

RiyniausiS)

tion mailed free.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

MINES

Hi

SOClHiK

MAtCNiC.

h.

AMm

X.

FRATERNAL

MINING

--

1

The discrimination necessary to safeguarding an investment must be based
on something more tangible than the
hopes of the claim owners or the rep-

resentations

of

the professional

boost-

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ular communication
first Monday of eaca
month
at
MasonU
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIB,
Worthy Master

3

ALAN

JS.

McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

M.

i,

Regular
second Monday of
each month at Masnt
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in eack
month at Masonic Hall at

Hachita D. B. Davidson, the well ers. The hitters' principal mission is
known mining man, who is represent- to attract attention and to keep up in30 p. m
ing El Paso capitalists, has acquired terest, but final judgment must, rest
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
the Whaley group of mines in the with the engineer and the geologist.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Apache mountains, a few miles south-cas- t
It is safe to be cautious in investing
of Hachita, Grant county. These in any camp that rises to prominence
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. i.
eastern side of after the manner of sky rocket, as,
Archuleta, Truchas; V. R. Strasser, properties are on the
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
accessible
are
and
mountains
very
the
the
like Sylvanite, it may emulate
Cerrillos; Fred L. Tracy, Chicago; H.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeu
v MfPhiir. over good wagon roaas to nacuaa, aim rocket still further and take a tumble. on
S. Arnold, Boston:
the third Monday of each month
Southwestern
on
the
stations
Victorio
Because a camp's growth is rapid, is,
lin, M. D., Moriarty; R. I. Zook, Mco'clock in the evening Is
at
7:30
ride
hours
however, no proof that it will not have Masonic
intosh; Charles M. Waite, Louisiana, railway and are only four
Hall, south side of Plaza.
Paso.
El
from
permanence. After the first boom has
Mo.; J. J. Lane, Philadelphia.
Scottish Rite Masons are corVisiting
It is reported that Mr. Davidson has spent itself it will settle down to its
dially invited to attend.
TO
ADVISES
WIVES
up a large body of high grade proper position in the scale of import
opened
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
2
No
Miles
From
Miles from
No 1.
9 T A T ION 8,
FOOL THEIR HUSBANDS. copper ore. These mines were owned ance and either die or develop by a
Raton
Des Moines
1ALY
Venerable Master.
daily:
by the late Mr. Whaley, an old pros- natural healthy growth.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
Love Their Lesser pector, who died suddenly a year ago.
N ; M . Arr,
49
6 30 p, m, Women Should
0
Lv Des Moines,"
Secretary.
t 1 00 a. in.
"
" Kumaldo,
46
6 16 p. m.
Lv.
. 4
More Fervently Than Their
13 12 a. ra.
Half
They are in the same hills and minerIf people with symptoms of kidney
I
" Dedmau
4 65 p. m.
11
1) 35 a, m.
the
owned
al belt as the properties
by
Children or Their Parents.
' Oapulln
4 36 p. m.
M
or bladder trouble could realize their
10 51 a. m.
e. p. o. e.
"
" Vigil
4 26 p. in.
29
20
11 05 a. m
Oct. 2'). Matrimonial mis- Anderson-Apach- e
Company, danger they would without loss of
Copper
Chicago,
3
24
56
as
Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
Santa
'! Thompson
11 20 a. m
p. ni.
a
become
" Ounnlngham
8 30 p. m. haps,
IB
and how to advoid them, was and doubtless will soon
81
".
11 45 a. m.
time commence taking Foley's Kidney holds its regular session on the sec2 66 p. m.
17
42
12 20 p. in.
Ollfton House Junction '
text
of an address delivered before profitable producer as well.
the
Remedy. This great remedy stops the ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
2
80
m.
12 45 p. m.
Arr.
p
Arr
RATON N M
tt
a woman's club,
12 26 p. m. the Klio Association,
Lv.
were pain and the irregularities, strength- month.
.
t so p. m.3
The Anderson-Apach- e
Lv,
group
"
Visiting brothers are invite
12
7
05
m.
Lv
p.
Ollfton House Junction "
8 so p. m.
tJ
D. D. Vaughau. Two hun11 40 a. m. by the Rev.
IS
49
1)4 15 p. m,
formerly owned and worked by Bob ens and builds up these organs and and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Preston
11 06 a' m
28
58
4 45 p m.
Koehler
dred women listened to the discourses Anderson, and have been worked inter- there is no danger of Bright's disease
"
Exalted Ruler.
11
16
20
a.
m.
56
4 55 p. in.!
Koehler .Inot.
Indeed or other serious disorder. Do not dis J. D. SENA, Secretary.
88
110 15 a. m. anc' went to their homes with some of mittently for over 25 years.
66
Oolfax
15 60 p. in..
"
43
9
41
a. in. the following
77
Uerrososo
6 16 p, m.
to ponder this group is said to have the distinc- regard the early symptoms.
Sold by W WW WW
epigrams
9 26 a. m.
Lv
6 35 p. m.
Arr
47
OIMARRON N. M.
all
7 50 a. m. over:
con7 08 p. m.
Arr.
druggists.
Lv.
and
oldest
of
tion
the
only
being
Knghts of Pythias.
7 40 a. m.
50
Lv
N. M.
Nash
i. 10 p. m.
Marriage is the normal state, but it stant producing
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
7 25 a. in.
property for that
53
89
7. 23 p. ra.
Harlan
7 00 a. ra.
'."
no longer a necessary state.
69
94
7. 45 p. m.
Ute Park
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
length of time in New Mexico. Bob
Women often marry for a home, for Anderson is an old timer there, having
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitwith E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N. money, or because they wish to show to hold down the diggings against the
( Connect
some other woman that they can mar- ferocious Apaches and the desperate
M., 6:15 p. m.
ing Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
t Connects with C P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M, ry that particular man.
rustlers and border outlaws. He was
:55 a. m.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Learn to understand your husbands wounded in the leg by an arrow during
via
men are transparent.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets train at Preston, N. M.
a running fight at these mines in 1883,
follows:
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
The New Mexican can do printing
Pretty'gii'ls are not demanded; neat and is a cripple from the ancient New Meiico Central
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH FOUND
to that done in any of the large
are.
equal
wound.
girls
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
Our solicitor, every piece of
cities.
To hold the, love of your husbands,
The main shaft was down only about
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, :12 p. m.
we
bework
turn out. Try our stock
Make
them
them.
keep fooling
November 1st. to 7tb.
but
TraeK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C. lieve you are the angel they supposed 150 feet under Anderson's regime,
once and you will certainly come
numerous drifts and excavations on all El Paso Fair and
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
A S. at Des Moines, E. P AS
again. We have all the facilities for
you before the weddins ceremony.
sides were made into rich chutes which
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Women should love their husbands are in the limestone ia contact with
turning out every class of work. Inone of the best binderies in
Cimarron, N. M., is depot fcr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, more than their children or parents;
$13,40
cluding
Exposition
several
It has produced
the west. '
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
will not be ideally hap- - porphyry.
otherwise
they
hundred thousand dollars, and shipped
Good returning Nov. 8th
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
six to ten cars of ore a month.
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
The seals and record boofo for noThe minister's subject was "MatriThe present owners have sunk to
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
taries public for sale by the New
Train arrives in El Paso
mony," which he said he had been 300
feet in ore. The ore is accomr
Mexican Printing Company at very
8 a. m. In time, for good d&y
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
E. J. DEDMAN,
studying for more than a year and upby heavy spar, and runs 4 to
panied
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporSight-seein- g.
V Ores, and Gen Wgr- Gen- Pass- - Agent on which he felt, competent to talk, 30
cent copper. Mr. Darcy is suSuperintendent
per
ated companies are also handled. Call
circulated
as
he
inasmuch
questions
I YNG,
RATON. N. IW- RATON. N, Nl.
RATON, N JH.
at or address the New Mexican Printbearing on that subject to his congre- perintendent.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
at
sensation
The
latest
200
answers.
Sylvanite
ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
received
had
and
gation,
"The idea that a man can live cheap- Sylvanite, Grant county is the discover after he has married than he did ery of two feet of $110 gold rock on
before is fallacious and inisleading," the Globe. This claim belongs to Billie
said the Rev. Mr. Vaughan. "That is Lawrence, a cowboy, who had been of- i
one-hal- f
interest to anyone
possible only when the candidate for fering a
do
who
annual work of $100.
would
the
inhis
matrimonial honors has spent
come in riotous living. The single He finally employed a miner to do the
man who has been thrifty will find work, and the miner had not gone two
that when he gets married he will be feet when he struck "pay." An offer
called upon to spend three times as of $2,000 wah promptly turned down
much for living expenses as he did by Billie, who says he will now resign his position with the Diamond A
before."
ranch
and turn mine
The Gold Hill has all the men em- Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y.,
writes: "My little girl was greatly ployed that can be utilized in develop
benefitted by taking Foley's Orino ment work. A considerable amount of
Laxative, and I think it is the best ore is being sacked for shipment that
remedy for constipation and liver comes from the tunnels and winz, but
TO THE EAST & NORTH
trouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is no stoping is being done at present.
mild, pleasant and effective, and
"Shorty," with his burro train, is
Now in effect Via
cures habitual constipation. Sold by now packing ore down from the Star
all druggists.
for the initial shipment. The ore from
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
this mine carries a considerable per
IT MAY STRIKE YOUR
cent of zinc.
FAMILY SOME DAY
The Ridgewood has a crew of men
P. & S.
driving a tunnel to get under the rich
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. Advising ore shoot from which a shipment was
of his hearers who had never recently made.
those
A. N, BROWN
For foll particukrs,
at
been in the "redlight district" to visit1 The Hughes copper property
a.- - K, P.
W.
p.
S,
Address
Kl Paso Texas.
women and learn Granite Gap, four miles south of here,
fallen
of
haunt
that
H
in person what they could now only which is under bond to Mr. Camber-lain- ,
;
,
,mM
t
t
of Denver, made a shipment a few
speak of from hearsay, and declaring
that they would be better men after a weeks ago. It is not publicly known
trip, through the houses of shame, the what the ore ran, but upon the terms
Rev. S. C. Batten, M. D., president of of the bond the owners were to receive
the
League of Nebraska, a royalty on all ore over $30, and as it
created a sensation in his address be- is known that they did receive some
fore the convention of Colorado Bap- royalty, it is presumed that the value
tists, which is being held at Calvary of the ore was over $30 per ton.
Investment in New Mining Camps
Baptist church.
Denouncing the corporations and sa- Says the Mining World: The spirit of
loons as being directly responsible for boosting is perhaps nowhere in greater
the evils of drink and the "redlight evidence than in young mining camps
9
distirct," he electrified his audience by of the west. Exercised within certain
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
shouting, "How many of you men have limits it indicates a healthy condition,
ever been through the redlight district without which great developments
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
of your city." Awaiting an answer, would never be possible It is a dem
which was not. forthcoming, he con- onstration of hopefulness that encour
The kind that grows with your library
tinued:
ages the struggling and often-disathat
that will fit practically any space
"You had better go. Go down there pointed prospector, and enables him
can be moved one unit at a time by one
and see the conditions prevailing. Go to persuade capital to back him in dethere and see for yourselves. The veloping his property.
person without disturbing the books that is
The possibilities of any undeveloped
things you will find you will be the betpractical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
ter for it. You will be better able to camp are, of necessity, decidely uncerVia
g,
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
cope with the question when it arises tain quantities, as has been frequently
in your lives. You say that your demonstrated, and, for that reason, the
furnished
with or without
bearing doors; base units
daughter is safe, but those women are prospective investors would be wise to
in
all
a
made
and
Do
variety of woods and
drawers;
not wait un- take a conservative course and not alt
!,
somebody's daughter
til it hits your families."
low themselves to be blinded by the
to
finishes adapted
any surroundings. Call and
"Man and woman, rum and democ-- ' sometimes too glowing stories of en
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
racy cannot live together," he declar-- 1 thusiastic boosters. It is always1 safe
Still in effect to all
views showing arransefneat jnjibraryarlor, etc.
ed. "If we must have rum we must to accept with a large discount the
take
down the standard of democracy." tales of prospective wealth that al- points.
ways abound.
A pain prescription is printed upon
New Mexican Pnutln
It is difficult to see things in their
winpany
For farther Information make inquiry of
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's.Pink Tain' true light and perspective in a new
local agents. Santa T. Net Mexico.
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist j mining camp, where every claim own-i- f
F. H. McBRIDB, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
this formula is not complete. Head er is eager to sell or raise money for
SANTA FR. N, M.
pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere j large-scal- e
development, and where, in
wet instant relief from a Pink Pain' all probability, a large percentage of
'
u Tablet. Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
the claims may have little or no merit,
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POINTS ABOUT DRY
FARMING
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MEXICO.

woman's Beauty

J. D. Tinsley Advises on the
Use of Dick and Roller Some

Professor

Facts About Corn Crop.
A short time ago I received a letter
containing such a good set of questions about the disk and roller that I
do not think that I could do better
than to use the questions as the subject of this talk.
Q. I desire especially to know how
to use the disk harrow in preparing
a seed bed. Will it do as a substitute
for the drag harrow, or should both

be used?
A. Land finished with a disk harrow can be used for a seed bed, but
the best practice is generally to use
both. A fairly smooth surface may
be made on medium to light soils with
the disk, especially on land that is
double disked by lapping half each
time. These medium to light soils
would also pulverize most readily by
a drag harrow. The disk is especially
useful in working heavy, tight land.
While the disk is about the best pul
verizing tool, it is apt to leave the
land ridged. The smoothing down of
these ridges with the drag harrow
leaves the land with a smoother surface.
Q. Would you disk fresh tiroKen
land where the ground is mellow and
in good tilth when turned? If so,
why? Will the disk harrow tend to
pack fresh plowed ground and so act
as a substitute for a subsurface pack
er, where the packer cannot be had?
A. I would disk fresh broken land
esnecially where I did not have
packer. I would scarcely like to say
that the disk will act as a substitute
for the packer, but there is no doubt
but the disk, if set fairly straight, will
pack the soil and fill up the big
spaces between the furrow slices to
a considerable extent.
Q. If last year's stubble be disked
will it arrest evaporation and tend
to preserve the moisture until land
can be plowed later?
A. Yes. Mr. Campbell lays great
stress on disking stubble or sod for
two reasons; first, to open up the surface and let in the water, and second,
for the production of a mulch to retain
a piece of
Sometimes
moisture.
ground is too dry at the surface to
plow, while there may be a good deal
of moisture some distance below the
In such case, making a
surface.
mulch by double disking would allow
the moisture to accumulate nearer the
surface, and land could be plowed
later. I think that our New Mexico
farmers are making a great mistake
in not using the disk more freely on
their stubble and sod land before
plowing. In the Estancia valley much
of the moisture that fell in August
could have been retained, putting the
for fall
ground in good condition
plowing if the land had been disked
the last of August or first of September.
Q. What would you advise, rolling
fresh plowing ground for the purpose
of packing it. and following this with
harrow to leave dust mulch?
A. Yes.

I'.iOi when material and labor had adand
vanced beyond all precedent,
these estimates have proved inade-
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respectfully,
consulting engineer;
consulting engineer,
Morris liicn, supervising engineer;
B. M. Hall, supervising engineer.
V. M. Rcnl. district
engineer."
::.
Owing to the low state of the
reclamation fund it was agreed by all
that only an admitted state of
partii-emergency would warrant any expend-iturupon the project at that time
and that a request for the 20,0it) acre

Some women retain their beauty to an advanced
age. But women, who regularly endure pain, age
rapidly, for suffering leaves its lasting marks on
them.
Nearly all women suffer more or less with some
form of female trouble. It should not be neglected.
Avoid the pain treat yourself at home by taking
Uardm, as thousands of other women nave done.
4 Begin at once and eive Cardui a fair trial.

!

y

W. II. Sanders,
Geo. Y. Wisner.

i

e

WMT

quate.

Already $sn.iiuii in excess of the estimates have lie. n expended and there
Is still much to he done to the canals
as the loss between main headgato
and the farms is still more than 50
per cent causing serious damage to
large areas of land as well. This less
and damage mui be prevented; but
estimates tor doing so run as high
as $1oO,mi(i, which it asessed against j
the present :M, 000 acres must be'
charged a maintenance, while under
the original plans for the complete'
project they are purely construction,
as in any government
project tliey
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SELECT HOARD AND ROOMS
project alone should lie made.
lack of funds has' prevented should be.
Those desiring same phone Black 100.
The maintenance charges in the Reasonable terms; near Capitol.
any reqtiesi for extension up to this
second year of operation have been
time.
lioMi tlx- report of the engineers and raised from 75 cents to
X per acre
WANTED, a position by a housein
recover
to
an
$0u,Ooo al- keeper of experience,
the
that
of
shew
the
oider
middle aged,
attempt
secretary
t 1
by American lady, good cook.
the t'arlsliad project is an uncomplet- ready expended in construction
Call at
ed project and is therefore entitled calling it maintenance and distribut- 'HZ Palace ave.
to le'.ief unde r the proposal of an ing it over a years.
JSC
This has caused great dissatisfacissue of ten million dollars in bonds,
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
It will b
suggested by President Taft in his tion', has raised a serious question of boiler in good condition.
conservation address at Spokane, for legality and brought about an appeal disposed of at very low price. Apply
the completion of reclamation pro- to the secretary of the interior for re to the New Mexican Printing ComSirs. Katie Burlison, Goreville, 111., tried Cardui an3 writes:
jects now in course of construction. lief by the water use
"I Buffered with female troubles, and was so sick I could not stand
pany.
4. But in further support of this
The future success of the whole
on my feet. Finally I began to take Cardui, and soon began to
in
is
stated
contention
seriously
the consideration
unquestionably
project
NORTH POLE discovered by Amermend. Now I am able to do all my housework and am in much
Pecos Irrigation Company's deed to threatened by this rapid increase in icans. Cook's own story and Peary's
better health than I was before." Try it.
the United States, executed and de- - maintenance at the very beginning of expedition. Of thrilling interest. Gollivered
December lKth, 190.", after the operation, and settlers must view w ith ing like wild fire. Outfit free. Big
AT ALL DRUG STORES
date of the order of approval, is not alarm the future unless some way is terms. Act quick. ZIEGLER CO.. 27
4 only the purchase price of $150,000, provided to place the project 011 a Fourth
iim'.ii . imvfmffnmmnf
hi
"j.''HHI muni ' j
St, Philadelphia.
but also "the further consideration of stable basis without increasing fixed
the agreement between the parties charges beyond a figure that can prosperity and the development
of
hereto, dated December 5. 1905, that reasonably be borne.
en every week or so in many instan- ASKS $2,500 DAMAGES
iv possibility in Eddy county.
'vi
The only relief is to increase the
ces the worms have done what the
FOR TWO JACKS. the party of the first part will place
reclamaarea
the
the
of
under
subject to assessment and to
provisions
has
in
and
drouth
drier sections,
done
Served as coffee, the new coffee subthe June plantings are looking fine Case of Jerdon Rogers vs. the Atchi- tion act all of its lands irrigable un- place upon the new land its proper stitute known to grocers everywhere
der the project of the United States proportion of what are really con- as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick
and promise good average yields. All
son, Topeka and Santa Fe
'
reclamation service, known as the struction charges.
Not a grain of
even a coffee
forage crops are growing and looking
on Trial.
The water supply is ample. Accord- real coffee in itexpert.
Carlsbad reclamation service, shall
as well as one could expect. Mr.
either.
Pure healthful
include in said project such of the ing to a recent bulletin issued by the
Walker believes there will he no'such
toasted
etc., have
malt,
nuts,
grains,
N. M., Oct. 23. Yes- lands of the
Albuquerque,
at
the
party of the first part as, reclamation service
thing as failure of crops in this counto give a
as
so
been
blended
cleverly
court
in
afternoon
the district,
in the opinion of the secretary of the
exposition "the water wonderful
try when the people get to understand terday
coffee taste and
satisfying
was
the
Jerdon
case
of
taken
Rogis
the
up
area
shed
22,000
interior it is economically practicable
square miles,
the Campbell system of seeding and1
Topeka and to irrigate from the system proposed average annual rainfall on water shed flavor. And it is "made in a minute,"
cultivation. But he believes that they ers, versus the Atchison,
too! No tedious 20 to 3u minutes boilmust do so before desirable results Santa Fe railway, in which the plain- by the United States without depriv area is 15 inches, and the estimated
Test it and see. Dr. Shoop crerailtiff
the
asks
judgment against
ing cf water any land suoscnuea to annual run off, 150,000 acre feet. The ing.
may be obtained.
road for $2,500, alleged to be due as the Pecos Water Users Association average annual rainfall on the irri- ated Health Coffee that the people
the result of alleged negligence on the for which there are water rights of gable area is 14 inches."
might have a genuine coffee substitute.
MRS. DARDEN IS GIVEN
alone- that would be thoroughly satin
the
of
and
defendant
part
in
Pecos
company
records
of
The
Pecos
the
Irrigation
Irrigation Company
ABSOLUTE DIVORCE.
lowing two valuable jacks to be killed good standing."
compiled by the present territorial isfying in every possible respect. Sold
while being shipped from Olathe, Kanlands
these
holds
of
This
engineer, V. L. Sullivan, for the years by Frank Andrews.
company
She Also Recovers Bulk of Property sas, to San Marcial. N. M.
Rogers nearly 12,000 acres outside of the area 1S99 to 1903 inclusive, give the averDefendant Acquired for $80,000
LETTER LIST.
alleges that the animals were worth embraced in the first 20,000 acres, age run off 207,980 acre feet the mini-nm- f
She Loaned Him,
$1,800 and that tne freight, time spent but within the limits of the constructList of letters remaining uncalled
151,076, maximum 294,880. The
in going after them, loss sustained as ed canals sold to the United States records for 1904 were not calculated for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 23. The the result of not having them when and to which water has been deliv- after September 1st, but must have M., for week ending October 23, 1909.
case of Mrs. Van Riper Darden, ver- wanted, and other items amounted to ered
acre If not called for within two weeks
through the present canals be- considerably exceeded 200,000
sus J. G. Darden, in which the plain- $2,500. According to Rogers the jacks
use though prac- feet for the year.
their
yond
present
they will be sent to the dead letter
tiff asked an absolute divorce, res- were killed when the freight train
A proper use of this water through office at Washington:
none has ever been in cultitically
toration of property and the privilege gave a lurch near Newton, Kansas, vation. A
large portion of this land reasonably tight canals and laterals
Arroyoe, Alberto.
to resume her former name, was end- - which broke their necks. R. E. is first
class land clearly entitled to would irrigate from 50,000 to 100,000
Baca, Sambran.
ed yesterday evening at Las truces. Twitchell is representing the railroad.
under the completed pro- acres of land. If it can all be stored
irrigation
Bruner, George (2)
Dar-to
Mrs.
j
her attorneys,
Whiie F. E. Wood, of Marron
According
and
It is held under deed of trust to and utilized it. is not unreasonable
Bouldin, P. W.
den was granted a divorce and recov- Wood, is looking after Rogers' end ject.
Pecos Water Users' Association await- to look forward some day to the averBrennen, H. H.
.
ered nearly all of property she gave of the case. It will go to the
of 70,000 acres.
comletion of the project.
irrigation
age
ing
Burgh, D. S.
to Darden, including Childers mortThese being the facts there can be
No extension of the project can afBenmer, Charles.
of
Weinman
$6,000,
mortgage,
gage
no reasonable excuse for not including fect the supply
water
of
present
Barnes, Horace.
of Com$6,000, sixty shares Bank
Stomach trobles would more quickly the completion of the Carlsbad pro- rights. It will be a subsequent apChapman, W. G.
merce stock, all Albuquerque lands,
user
Let
who
if feasible, among other projects propriation.
water
any
ject,
Coriz, Miss Pauline.
if
of
the
idea
the
disappear
treating
the Ingleside farm, Keswick, Virginia,
the
roubts
the
of
these
to
be
under
accuracy
proposed
figures
completed
Cisneros, Felipe.
with furniture and livestock. Mrs. cause, rather than the effect, would
remember that the new acreage alone
special
appropriation.
;
Clendening, Clark.
come
A
hidinto
practice.
inside,
Dartiny,
she
loaned
Darden alleged that
reasons
for
must
rate
are
while
But
other
there
the
urg
pro
any
shortage,
Ervin, Miss Katie.
den
nerve, says Dr. Shoop, governs
den $80,000 at the time they were marthe immediate completion of this present water rights must first be sup
Hyde, O. T.
ried and that Darden refused to per- and gives strength to the stomach. A ing
in full.
plied
project.
Herrick, Richard C.
mit her to live with him in Albuquer- branch also goes to the Heart, and. one
5. Under the irrigation laws of the
is safe to say that no other locali
It
Lucero, Miss Vicentita.
to
When
the
these
not
was
"inside
that
Kidneys.
que, saying
Albuquerque
in New luexico has such an undeTerritory of New Mexico passed by
Lewis, Mrs. Thomas.
Q. What is the value of a roller in a fit
place for her to reside. Mrs. nerves" fail, then the organs must the 37th Legislative Assembly, ap- ty
or anything approaching
Moses, A.
asset
veloped
dry farming?
traveled to Las Cruces in pri- falter. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is diDarden
March 19, 1907, a mere non- - it. This area in fruit, or melons,, or
E.
Rev.
A. The roller is a tool which must vate
proved
Montoya,
car, had valet and retinue of rected specifically to these failing
usage of existing rights or a failure
or asparagus, at the low
be used with much judgment in dry servants. Her home is in New York nerves. Within 48 hours after
Morgan, J. H,
starting to perfect new appropriations by tomatoes,
of $100 per acre will proMcPherson, Mr. and Mrs. B F.
figure
gross
farming, as its possibilities for work- City, for which place she leaves to- the Restorative treatment
patients say beneficial use for a period of four duce $7,000,000
as
its
as
are
annum.
McCloud, R. F.
are
There
great
fully
ing injury
per
day. The case was tried before they realize a gain. Sold by Stripling-Burrowyears constitutes abandonment. The some acres of land in New Mexico
Nugent, R. D.
possibilities for good. It can be used Judge F. W. Parker. A. B. Renehan
Co.
four years for the completion of the that have produced $1,000 in one year.
to great advantage in packing down of Santa
Pitman, Mrs. Sidney.
Fe, was attorney for Mrs.
Carlsbad project since passage of said This can be done here. Who is doing
sod which is broken shallow in the
Prcffit, Blondy.
Darden.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
laws will expire March 19, 1911, and it today?
It is valuable for crushing
Perrenot, Ed P.
spring.
THEIR
ELECT
OFFICERS.
the United States has as yet made
clods. Some day our farmers will be
Parmer, N. G.
Is
asset
this
for?
worth
Is
striving
no further appropriation for it.
able to dispense with it for that pur- NATIONAL PURITY
Robinson, T. H.
worth
to
it
while
doubts
drop petty
CONGRESS IN SESSION. Albuquerque Mason Chosen Grand
6. At the time of the approval of
Reinolds, Chas.
pose, because they will pay much
a
m
to
strifes
and
and
pull
together
Col imander Alpheus A. Keen
the Carlsbad project it was general,
closer attention to the moisture conRomero, Coruelio.
deand
water
this
then
to
work
get
Grand Secretary.
ly understood that a comprehensive
dition of the soil at the time of Teachers and Mothers Advised to
Sutton, Dr. J. Q.
of
Tne
it?
this
future
velop
country
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 22. An Al- plan for the development of the whole ot ours is not in the soil or the cliTeach Children Sex Relationship
Soderberg, Alfred.
breaking, and will find that they will
and Value of Moral Life.
buquerque man was elected to the po- Pecos watershed was under consider- mate or the
have much less need for a clod crushStoker, Charley.
is in the courage
it
water,
St. Hilaire, J. A.
er than at present. Another condiBurlington, la., Oct. 23 The Na- sition of grand commander of the ation by the United States, compris- and industry and ability and moral
-,
.
tion that sometimes
Walker, H. H.
arises under tional Purity Congres considered Grand Commandery, Knights Temp- ing the Carlsbad, the Hondo and the character of the people. Shall we
T.
W.
which the use of the roller is very es- stricter law enforcement and suppres- lar, at the annual session of that or- Urton Lake projects.
Watery,
our opportunity, seize it,
In withdrawing a protest against appreciate
In calling for these letters please
sential, is where seed has been plant- sion of vice in the larger cities of der here today, when J. H. Wroth was
of it or shall we
make
the
most,
and
the construction of the. Hondo reser
ed in a soil which is quite moist be- the county. Miss Jessie Phelps ad- selected to fill the honored position.
our lives away, dis- state whether "advertised" or not.
fritter
supinely
The following officers were elected voir in full expectation also of the
low, but dry near the surface. Rolling vocated teaching sex relationship in
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
consolate and dissatisfied with ourfuture construction of the Urton Lake selves, our
will compact the surface, thus caus- the public schools if parents did not and installed:
Postmaster.
our
Maker?
and
neighbors
J. H. Wroth, Albuquerque, grand project by the United States, the wat- lr.
Miss
ing concentration of the moisture do their duty in that respect.
is now up to you to decide.
Pecos
of
er
users under the plant
there for a short time, and give the Ruth Ethel Smith, Beloit, Wis., de- commander.
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1060 Vir
Only one valid objection can be
John W. Poe, of Roswell, grand Irrigation Company and the company made
seed a chance to sprout. If the sur- clared that many cases showed that
to the arguments above set ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
both understood that their rights for
face remains packed for very long, the parents were responsible for the deputy commander.
was so weak from kidney trouble
forth, namely, that the site of reser-j"-I '
- future
J.
Silver
J.
soil will dry out. The great danger downfall of their children
genKelly,
grand
development would be fully voir number
City,
through
I could hardly walk a hundred
that
worthless.
three
is
in the use of the roller is that it neglect to fortify the young minds erallisimo.
protected and developed to the ut Statements have been made that gyp- - i feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney-suJ. J. Willson, of Roswell, grand most, having due regard for the reas
leaves the surface fine and compact, against corrupt suggestions.
was discovered in the govern- - Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
onable use of water in each locality. ment
which favors evaporation.
The Rev. Dr. J. G. Shearer, Toronto, captain general.
The surborings. From the work done m ybackache and the irregularities
C. D. Stevens, Raton, grand senior
The avoidance of dispute with the no
face should always be loosened, best declared that Protestant churches had
definite
conclusions
could" have disappeared, an4 I can now attend to
United States upon this question of been reached.
with the drag harrow, after it has given the Catholic church and the warden.
was entirely super-- ! business every day and recommend
It
a
A.
N. Pratt, Albuquerque,
very ficial. The
'
been rolled. The essential difference Salvation Army a monopoly on rescue
grand water right development was
secretary having decided ' Foley's Kidney Remedy to all suffer-upo- n
n
between the roller and the sub-su- r
and urged an awakening among thm. junior warden.
large factor in determining the
acre project, there ers, as it cured me after the doctors
the
20,000
A. J. Maloy, grand treasurer.
face packer, is that the roller packs
Dr. Horace Reed of the Illinois
company to sell.
was no need for an exhaustive ex-- 1 and other remedies had failed." Sold
An agreement has now been made
the surface of the soil, leaving it in vigilance committee said that the
Alpheus A. Keen, Albuquerque,
amination
until funds were available by all druggists.
a condition which favors evaporation teaching of purity ein the public grand recorder.
by the reclamation service sanctioned and so the
investigation was dropped.
rewhile the packer firms the plowed schools should be made' compulsory.
by the secretary of the interior, to
It may be admitted that gypsum
The New Mexican can uo printing
to
th.3
Lake
Tar
clears
the
Urton
and
linquish
project
Foley's Honey
layer against the plow sole and leaves
was found; but it was the south end equal to that done in any of the large
air passages, stops the irritation in the Territory in the very near future of the
the surface loose.
gypsum bed through which cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
the throat, soothes the inflamed mem- for immediate construction by some
water
from McMillan reservoir work we turn out. Try our stock once
leaks
J. G. Walker, postmaster of Allen.
branes, and the most obstinate cough private corporation under the Carey and returns to the Pecos
again with- - and you will certainly come again. We
Quay county, says he noticed in his
disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs act.
in
a
short
distance
of
McMillan
dam. ' nave all the facilities for turning out
The settlement of the Carlsbad disare healed and strengthened, and
community that the farmer who has
Water
will
come
into
3
No.
reservoir
Episcopal.
every cass of work. including one of
the cold is expelled from the system. trict being of 20 years standing, all in
followed as best he could the Campbell-this way, it cannot get out.
On Sunday. October 24th, the fol- Refuse
the best blnderies , the west.
system
surrendered
of
been
its
in
of cultivation has made a
the
rights having
any but the genuine
no
is
There
near
will be held in the
or
below
services
gypsum
lowing
confireasonable success in most of the
yellow package. Sold by all druggists. to the United States in full
dam site for reservoir No. 3 and
Church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal,
dence that they .will be protected and the
crops grown here. Early Indian corn
the
in the Pecos and the re--'
11 a.
sermon.
and
prayer
Morning
is badly damaged with tassel worms.'
FOOT BALL SEASON
developed, is not the United States turn springs
GIVE
flow from McMillan leaks and
m.
These worms bore right into the
OPENS AT ALBUQUERQUE. in duty bound to determine fully the the break in
the
formation
artesian
Evening prayer, 4:30 p. m.
'
young tassel just as it is starting to
Albuquerque High School Team Sure extent of those rights and to place an indicate an
Impervious stratum at IF I FAILTO CURE ANY CANCER Or TUMOR
Sunday school. 9:45 a. m.
them in a condition of perfect securiboot out of the shuck and then after
to Do Something to Menaul
I I TREAT BEFORE
IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
or
near
this
site.
dam
F. W. PRATT.
the tassel is ruined the worm conEleven.
ty by initiating actual construction
Without KNIFE or PA N
E.
M.
Prof.
in
Priest
of
Los
Charge.
Skeats,
Angeies,' Ko Pay unti Curel
tinues downward through the stalk
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 23. The toward an early completion of the
wuu kiiuws more or toei
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
e
cir- Carlsbad project before it allows the vjajuuium,
and absolutely ruins the corn. It
football season in
NoXKayorotberj
island
C. F. Lucas, pastor.
tocles was opened in Albuquerque
initiation of what may become in some geology of this region than anyone k.wi,nd
seems that the only crpps affected by
11
claims
to
have
to
else,
data
absolute
Sunday school 9:45. Preaching
guarantee.
the
enough
under
this pest are the early plantings, the
when
the
degree
conflicting rights
day,
Albuquerque
high
A
Lump or.
late stuff showing no signs of worm' a. m. Senior League 6:45 p. m. school met on the gridiron at Traction Urton Lake private enterprise ou the prove that this reservoir sits it as! Sorelumor,
on the lip, face or
m.
as
the
Avalou
7:30
good
which
p.
six
reservoir
anywhere
meeting
months
Pecos
Prayer
Preaching
A.
Mr.
H.
Walker
S.
river
a
believes
The
has
that
fast
park.
higher up?
blight.
very
7. The present condition
of the is admitted to be practically as tight
crops of all kinds do better if plant- Wednesday evening 7:30. Strangers team this year, having developed wonas a jug. This data is about to be
book sent
ed after June 1, he says that It has and visitors are welcomed.
derfully under the skillful coaching Carlsbad project furnishes another
tree with testimonials of
ever
been his experience
of Fox Gilbert of St. Louis. The high convincing argument for its comple- submitted to the United States,
since he
ttiourands cured at home.
To quickly check a cold, druggists school will depend on speed and trick tion as soon as possible. Water right , We are absolutely confident that an WRITE TO THEM
came to the country four years ago
a clever plays to defeat their heavier oppon- applications have already been made exhaustive examination will prove the AN I LUMf IN WUMAN h DntAol
are
stuff
is
dispensing everywhere
that early
always damaged by
will always poi- entire feasibility of this reservoir and soncancer, and if negieeted.it
worms, and that early crops do not Candy Cold Cure Tablet called Pre- ents, although they will not hesitate for 15,000 acres out of the total of
deep glands in the armpit, and kill ouickly.
th A 11,.,
and within a year all of the land we
stand the drouth as well as later stuff. ventics.: Preventics are also fine for to "hit the line," providing there is
lb Address DR. S. R, CHAMLEY & CO. BQ?iin
ua"
"'Tiy
It Is a fact now that most early corn feverish children. Take Preventics at necessity for it. The Albuquerque will be in the hands of actual settlers. entitled to have it. v iu. you
oe one
"Most suoccssful Cancer specialists living."
I
Is going to be a failure except in the sneeze stage, to head off all colds High School is almost sure to win
Estimates were made in 1905 for to help get it?
747
8. Main St.. LOS ANGELES, CAE.
Co. and will beat Menaul by about 11 to 5. actual construction done in 1906 and
favored localities where rain has fall- - Box of 48 25c. Stripling-Burrow- s
Yours for push, pluck, progress, KINDLY SEND TO SOME ONE WITH CANCER
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BALLINGER KEPT BUSY.

0. McKee has been ordered to make
'
the survey.
No. 1403, application by Attorney S.
K. Hazzard for the Copper Gulf Mining Company, asking a survey of
the "C" group including the "Bee,"
"T. H. B," "W. J. B." "Cent," "L. E."
and "Globe" lode mining claime, situated in the Burro mountains mining
district. Survey to be made by Deputy
I". S. Surveyor J. C. McKee.

(Continued From Page One)

pany tco much like land grabbing to
permit it to carry out its plans.
Take Your Time, Says Secretary
of Interior.
N. M., Oct. 23.
Albuquerque,
When interviewed
by a Morning

cord with the territorial administration and that all or any impressions
of discord are unfounded. The desire Journal representative yesterday, Mr.
and interest of the department of the Bellinger expressed much regret that
interior are "that the government of he could not spend several days in
the Territory shall be. of the highest New Mexico.
"I had anticipated remaining in
possible kind, of the greatest benefit
to the people, and I am sure that New Mexico for several days and inthis is also the desire of the territorial tended to visit the various irrigation
officers."
projects, the Indian schools and Indian reservations, and had counted
UlWHD
PITV
Work.
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, Reclamation
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The Secretary of the Interior as- on stopping a day in Albuquerque,"
sured the New Mexican that the gov- said Mr. Ballinger, "but important
ernment will proceed as speedily with matters have called me to WashingS the construction of the Elephant ton and I have been compelled to see
Colo., Oct. 2?,.
Denver,
BIB
PROJECT
Weather forecast for New S Buttes dam as the funds available will the Territory from the rear end of the
Mexico:
Fair tonight with X permit. The grievances of the water observation car. I have been away
in extreme
cooler weather
users under the Carlsbad project, just from my office so long that it is imS presented to him, will be investigated perative that I return immediately. I
Application Approved by
south portion. Sunday fair.
and carefully considered.
expect to return to the southwest in
Territorial Engineer
Board of Trade Meeting The regtt- December, however, and will very
be
to
colse
will
continue
There
Suliivanlar meeting of the Women's Board of operation between the department of likely stop off in Albuquerque.
When asked for a word on stateTrade will be held in the library the interior and the territorial offAnother bank filed incorporation pa- rooms on Monday afternoon at 2:30. icials, he said. He also expressed him- hood Mr. Ballinger reiterated to a
New Advertisement. The new ad- self in favor of continuing the policy certain extent the utterances of Prespers today, the fourth since Thursday.
ident Taft, while in Albuquerque last
It is the New- - Mexico Bank and Trust vertisement of O. C. Watson and Com- of conserving the natural resources
inon
another
page
and at the same time making them of week, declaring that a hearty welcome
Company of Texico, Curry county. The pany, appearing
over which the greatest beneficial use to the peo was in store for New Mexico on the
dicates
the
territory
large
into
.divided
is
$15,000
capitalization
to the Union.
day she is admitted
of our
150 shares. The incorporators and di this company operates and any
pie.
"Take your time and come iu right,"
a
for
are
who
good
leaders
looking
Be
Punished.
to
Land
Frauds
A.
D.
rectors are:
Lint.hicuni, presi
would do well to investi- - j There will be a careful investigation said the secretary. "Get yourselves
dent, 140 shares; J. R. Stegall, cash investment
in good shape and come in with a
j
their advertisement.
of all alleged land frauds and there is clean
ier, 5 shares; E. G. Martin, Farwell gate
bill of health."
Tomorrow
Picture
Night
Change
a determination not to permit of the While Mr. Ballinger did not have
Tex., 5 shares, the former two being
Elks'
Pictures will be changed at the
disposal of public lands iu any form a great deal to say on the
residents of Texico.
statehood
This afternoon, the Vaughn Trusi theatre tomorrow night. No pictures except under the law, and not to let
situation, his manner of saying what
account
on
on
shown
be
will
Monday
into
one
who
is
filed
have
of
them
any
and Savings Bank
Vaughn
trying
he did say, plainly indicates that he is
of of the bis minstrel festival which will evade the law.
corporation papers in the office
a good friend of both New Mexico and
Territorial Secretary Nathan " Jaffa. hold the boards that night.
Made Favorable Impression.
Arizona and that he believes the time
here
shown
ever
The
best pictures
The capitalization is $15,000 divided
is ripe for the admission of the two
the
that
evident
It
is
secretary
into 150 shares. The incorporators continue to be the unanimous verdict
territories.
one
made
favorable
a
very
impression,
j
Elks'
of
the
theatre,
and directors are: J. W. Ethieson, 50 of the patrons
Touching on the various irrigation
is
confidence.
of
It
of
and
respect
shares, who is named as the New Don't fail to see the change tonight, j certain
now under construction m
projects
clarihis
has
visit
that
to
fail
Don't
Parade
See the Big
Mexico agent; Grant C. Otis, 50
Mr. Ballinger expressed
the
Territory
in
several
fied
the
atmosphere
shares; Joseph K. Monroe, 20 shares; see the big minstrel parade on Monas
himself
satisfied with their
being
Is much
J. L. Davis, 15 shares; J. T. Williams day afternoon at 4:30. Then run over directions and that it
The
reclamation
of the arid
progress.
in
where
he
stands
10 shares; Leonard
A.
Hardy 5 to Fischer's and buy tickets for the better understood
lands of the great southwest country
affairs
Mexico
its
to
and
New
at
regard
shares.
big show. Curtain rises promptly
is naturally the subject closest to the
i than it was before.
This afternoon, a
The Chicago & Santa Fe Smelting 8:30
secretary's heart. "The irrigation
The best, snappiest and greatest delegation oi water users unuer me projects are being pushed to compleand Mining Company today filed a cerarrived from El Paso tion as
project
tificate in the office of Secretary laugh producing performance ever put Engle
rapidly as possible, with the
i A
i r
i.as truces uuuJ preseuieu mat funds at our command," said Mr. BalNathan Jaffa designating Jicarilla, Lin- on a stage in Santa Fe will be pre-at the ters of importance to the secretary.
coln county, as its headquarters, and sented by the comic cut-up- s
linger. "The Elephant Butte dam is
A delegation of Rio Arriba county
Arnold H. Norton of Jicarilla, its New Elks' theat re. You can't afford to
coming in for its share of attention
Mexico agent.
miss it. Get your reserved seats now citizens was among those who saw and work on it will be reumed with
Secretary Ballinger and protested energy just as soon as the funds are
Notaries Public Appointed.
at Fischer's, 75c, 50c and 25c.
You will hear new jokes, new songs against further' extension of Indian re- available."
Governor Curry today appointed
Rio Condemnation
George R. Craig, of Albuquerque, and and see new faces at the big ministrel serve and forest boundaries in
Proceedings Instituted.
Arriba
county.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 23. CondemnaCharles S. Glasgow, of Colfax, Colfax festival at the Elks' theatre Monday
tion proceedings for reservoir land
Guest at Executive Mansion.
county, notaries public.
night. It's worth double the price of
Board of Education.
admission and you will regret it if
The visitor made a round of the of and right of way for a railroad to the
The territorial board of education you don't go.
fices in the capitol and intended to Elephant Butte dam site will be inAlfred visit the federal buildings and also the stituted at once by the government in
Palace
Noon Arrivals
was much pleased today with the report of educational conditions through- Grunsfeld, Miss Julia Nusbaum, Albu-- j IJ. S. Indian Industrial school this New Mexico. From Morris Bien, actout the territory made by Superintend- querque; J. L. W. McCreery, Greely; afternoon. He was a guest of Gover- ing director' of the reclamation service,
ent J. E. Clark. The board recogniz John D. W. Veeder, S. B. Davis, Las nor Curry at luncheon at the executive a telegram was received late ThursH. C. O'Neill..
ed the common school course of study Vegas. Claire
mansion this afternoon, at which day afternoon by W. M. Reed, district
Tourist Hotel for Las Cruces L. J. covers were laid for eighteen, as fol- engineer, stating that instructions had
recently compiled by the territorial
superintendent and made provision for Carter of Silver City, has selected the lows: Secretary Ballinger, his secr- been issued to the U. S. District Attorthe granting of an eighth grade or site and has decided to build a first-clas- s etary, Mr. Carr; Governor Curry, Gen- ney David J.. Leahy of New Mexico, to
tourist hotel at Las Cruces.
eral Manager G. A. Wells of Santa Fe start the proceedings.
grammar school certificate by the rural
The district engineer and his "staff
Land Contest Hearing At tbe Las system; L. A. .Hughes, of Sant Fe;
of the
schools with the
case
have
all the necessary maps and
the
office
land
Cruces
this
week,
county superintendents.
Surveyor General John W. March,
'
to turn over to Leahy. Enof J. L. Nicholson vs. Mrs. Josephine Land Commissioner
Big Irrigation Project.
R. P. Ervien,
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- Ely, a land contest from Deming, was Chief L. O. Moore of the 'New Mexico gineer Reed went to Las Cruces last
livan today approved the application heard.
division of the general land office, Ter- night and he is now endeavoring to get
dis-tri- t
A year ago to- ritorial
A Year Ago Today
of the Pecos Irrigation Company, reducSecretary Nathan Jaffa, C. H. in communication with the U. S.
attorney regarding the condemnaing however, the desired appropriation day save for a little cloudiness until McLenathan of Carlsbad, Delegates to
of 125 second feet to 80 second feet out 10 a. m. the day was clear and fair Congress W. H. Andrews, Hon. Solo- tion suit. He will return to El Paso
of the Pecos river to be stored in a one with 66 per cent of sunshine. The mon Luna, of Los Lunas; Hon. W. A. today from Las Cruces.
reservoir of 1,000 acre feet capacity maximum temperature was 39 degrees Hawkins of Alamogordo, Colonel W. S.
for emergency use. The project is to and the minimum 22.
Hopewell of Albuquerque, Harry Kelly
reclaim 8,130 acres in southern Eddy
Big Sweet Potatoes W. T. Scog-gin- s of Las Vegas, LT. S. District Attorney
of the Mesilla valley, has raised a David J. Leahy, Register of the Land
county and the cost of the dam, which
MONEY AND METALS.
is to be G85 feet long, is to be $30,000. fine sweet potato crop this year. One Office M. R. Otero and Receiver Fred
New York, Oct. 23. Lead, copper,
The applicants are G. B. Shaw of Chi- root had potatoes on it weighing al- Miller.
cago, 111.; Francis G. Tracy, C. II.
together 13 2 pounds, the largest poMr. Ballinger will leave for Wash- nominally, unchanged; silver 50
New York, Oct. 23. Prime paper 5
C. R. Rrice and I. S. Os- tato weighing 2
pounds.
with only a stop-ove- r
at Chi' ington,
5
Mexican dollars 43.
borne of Carlsbad.
Burglars Busy at Lordsburg The cago, this evening at 7:30 o'clock, takNew York, Oct. 23. Call money
Will Investigate Power Applications. saloon of John Brown at Lordsburg,.'
California
He
the
would
ing
Flyer.
Atch. 1191-2- ;
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- Grant county, was robbed a few 'day's not say definitely that he will visit the nominal; Amal, 79
N. Y. Central 132; S. P. 1261-2- ;
XL P.
Chinese
livan will leave tomorrow for the
ago of $23 in cash, and the
in
the near future again, but 197; Steel 86
territory
1261-8- .
was
ransacked.'
pfd.
of
Pecos
lower
and
Sing
Sing
valley laundry
valley
expressed the hope that he could do
WOOL MARKET.
to investigate personally several pow- Two boys, Victor Neal and Frank Ed- so.
er applications.
wards, were arrested and held for the
St.
Oct. 23. Wool firm; terLouis,
Secretary Ballinger is a far
Time Extension Granted.
western mediums 2429; fine
grand jury on the charge of having
ritory
than the pictures currently mediums
The application of the Lower Ani- committed the burglaries. In default
2326; fine ,420.
indicate. Although gray,
would
printed
mas Ditch at Aztec, San Juan county, of bail they were sent to the Silver or
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS. .
he is youthful in aprather
white,
for an extension of one year in which City jail for the winter.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23. Wheat Dec.
and action. His fine brown
to complete the required one-fiftof
Inspected Shipments at Lamy -- pearance seem to have
105
May 105
,
of
still
fire
the
eyes
its proposed ditch extension was grant- Yesterday several car loads of cattle
Corn
Oct. 59
Dec. 59
Is
he
is tall, his figure
youth,
were
inspected by territorial inspected by Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Oats Dec. 40; May 42
and his step elastic. His secSullivan today in view of the fact or E. E. Van Horn and a car of sheep straight Mr.
Pork Oct. $23.35; Jan. $18.00.
a
is
with
Carr,
him,
retary,
A.
T.
McCar
were
Dr.
inspected by
that much of the work has been done
Oct. $12.50; Nov. $12.00.
Lard
clean-cu- t,
man
with
young
prepossessThe
thy, federal sheep inspector.
already.
Ribs Oct. $11.12
Jan. $9.80.
in& features and of attractive person-an- d
were
for
destined
Douglas
shipments
Surveys Officially Approved.
alitv- LIVESTOCK.
Van
Hook
of
Kansas,
Holcomb,
John March, U. S. general surveyor,
Chicago, Oct. 23. Cattle Receipts
B. F.
Ballinger Prevents Land Grab.
has approved the following official sur-- i and were from the ranch of
1,000.
Market steady.. Beeves $3.85
23.
Oct.
The Miami
Phoenix, Ariz.,
veys: No. 1400, Never Sweat group j Pankey.
8,75; southern steers. $3.504.80;
will not be able to
Murder Mystery at Lordsburg
Copper
Company;
in the Pinos Altos mining district,
Sheriff McGrath of Silver City, was carry out its plans to file on all the western steers $4.25; stockers and
Grant county, including the following at
feeders $35.10; cows, heifers $2
Lordsburg this week investigating land surrounding its mines when he 5.50; calves
lode claims Never Sweat, Last Chance, t
$79.50.
are
lands
for
a
November
of
who
death
the
native of Mexico
opened
entry
Narrow Gauge. Terror and Hildred. died some time
Hogs
Receipts 11,000. Market
ago but could find no 22. The company had stationed men
No. 1399, The Silver Wedge, in the clue. The
Light $7.157.70;
mixed
body was disinterred but at the door of the land office here to steady.
Chloride flat district Grant county;
be ready to file as soon as the books $7.307.8g; heavy $7.257.90; rough
Liberal
Western
"The
says:
body
No. 1398, the Esperanza, in the Burro jthe
indicated that the man had been dead were opened, but when Secretary $7.257.45; good, choice, heavy $7.4&
7.90; pigs $5.257.15;
bulk sales
mountain mining district; ' No. 1397, several weeks, and was probably dead Ballinger arrived here, he ordered
$7.607.80;
the Copper Hill, in the Burro mountain and buried at the time of the dance. them away.
Sheep
Receipts 25,000. Market
mining district; No. 1396, the Silver He also found that sohie weeks ago V When the secretary found eight
western
King and Silver Queen, known as the 'there had been a fight among the men sitting, in line at the door of the weak. Native $2.404.80;
yearlings
Silver King group, in the Bald moun-- j quarry men, in which one Mexican land office, he "asked to know," and $2.604.85;
$4.405.35;
tain district; No. 1395, Rome and had been shot in the shoulder and one was informed that Attorney Ben S. lambs, native $4.257.20; western
Rome No. 2 in the Burro mountain dis-- j has been cut, that these two men Hildreth was placing the men in line $4.507.15.
Kansas
Oct. 23. Cattle Retrict; 'No. 1394, the Maverick group irf had left without drawing their pay. and paying their salaries. He asked ceipts 1,000,City,
including 300 southerns.
the Chloride flat mining district, in-- i Whether one had killed the other and for a conference with Hildreth and Market
steady. Native steers $4.25
Maverick, Paymaster,' then skipped out could not be
learned that he was acting for the 8.50; southern
eluding the
steers $3.404.60;
Horn Silver, Black Bird, Surprise and' for no one could recognize the dead '.Miami Copper Copipany, which was
southern
cows
native
$2.603.85;
man.
it win nroDapiy always he a nrenarine- tn evnenri 4 nnn too
Triangle.
cows, heifers $2.20 4.40; stockers
The applicants in the above cases mystery."
the men in line, and had already paid and feeders
$35.25; bulls $2.75
were made by Attorneys Harlee and
()ut a g0O(1 p0rti0n of the sum, 'ac 3.75;
calves
$3.507.50; western
OIL
POURED
OVER
to
Arizona
of
the
for
Silver City
Democrat.
Barnes
the claimant,
cording
steers $3.505.40; western cows $2.75
BOYS
CLOTHES.
C. A. Stevens. The surveys were made
4.25.
Ballinger said that this was too far
in advance of November
22
by Deputy U. S. Surveyor S. E. Guth;
when
Hogs ,
Receipts 6,000. Market
on
Him
Fire Inhuman Revenge of lands will be open to
Set'
rey.
entry near the steady to. weak. Bulk sales $7.25
Dealers
for
Father's
Liquor
Miami Copper Company's
Applications Made.
holdings 7.60; heavy $7.507.70;
and
Opposition.
- near Globe to place men in line,xand butchers $7.407.60; light packers
The following applications for offic$7.107.50;
'
ial mineral surveys have been made
Fargo,. N. D., Oct. 23. Kenneth he told Hildreth they would have to pigs $5.757.
in the office of the surveyor general; McKenzie, and son Simon McKenzie, b.e removed.
Sheep
Receipts 5,000: Mostly
No. 1404, application by Seth E. Haz- of Aneta, is in critical condition, from ' Returning to the land office
Hil- feeders- - en
route. Market steady.
zard, attorney for the Copper Gulf burns alleged to have be.eh inflicted dreth told the eight watching men Muttons $44.75; lambs $5.757.25;
Mining Company, asking a survey of by illicit liquor deyiers irt revenge that their services would no longer range wethers, yearlings $4.255.25;
the Copper Gulf mining claim, known for the activity of the boy's father be required. This means that the range ewes $35.
as "B" group including the Delmonica, against "blind pigs." The men poured Miami Copper Company will not be
over the boy's abl6 to carry out its
oil from a
It is an admitted tacv mat real esplans to file on
Gettysburg No. 2, Winslow, Fair clothes and lantern
set them afire.
j all
the lands that are t obe thrown tate, financial men and merchants all
Haven, Vermont, Monarch, Hiawatha,
near Globe. .
j open
Bessie B, Jim, Greely, Webster and
say that quickest and best results are
A. Lode, situated in the Burro
hand piano.
Is understood that Ballinger con- obtained by advertislns in the New
WANTED
E.
Second
It
I
U. S. Deputy Surveyor J. Address, Box 73, Espanola.N. M
mountains.
sidered the tactics of the Miami Com- - Mexican.
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These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Biltimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches thern and at the same time all the original
flavor is retained, and they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in bulk
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Grocery

Bakery

g

The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THEQIAL1TY OF OUR

i

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

BAKERY DEPARTMENT

We handle all kinds
of hay, grainand feed
1

F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

Phone

No. 4

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise

436 Canon Road
Phone black 19

SANTA FE, N. M.
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Undertaker and Embalmer
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PICTURE

D. MULLIGAN
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Given Careful
Personal Attention
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RED
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WHOLESALE
RETAIL

WOOD

Telephone 85
Screened Raton Lump,
Screened Monoro Lump,
Screened Cerrillos Lump,

$4.50 per Ton
$5.25 per Ton
$6.00 per Ton

j

,

.

Anthracite Coal all Sizas. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

.
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CHIMAYO
BLANKETS
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
-

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

H

-

IFOR FIVE CENTS

V?

'

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free
t We will shortly have in a full line of

souvenie

'Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

St

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S. CAN DEL AllIO Proprietor.
301-30-
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San Francisco

Street, Santa

.

Fe,

N, M.
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